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Zebrafish replace lost retinal cells via activation of a potentially conserved 

vertebrate retinal stem cell type, Müller glia. We hypothesize that the innate immune 

system plays a key role in regulating Müller glia responsiveness to retinal cell death, as 

occurs during degenerative disease, thereby impacting the regenerative potential of 

retinal stem cells. To test this, we visualized immune cell subtypes via intravital imaging 

following induction of selective rod photoreceptor loss. Time-lapse imaging and 

immunolabeling showed that macrophages and microglia showed immune cell hallmarks 

consistent with reactivity to rod cell death. However, whereas microglia acted within the 

retina directly, macrophages were restricted to the extraocular space. Microglia activation 

was characterized by translocation toward the rod cell layer, proliferation, and 

phagocytosis of dying rod cells. To test the role of microglia during regeneration, we co-

ablated microglia/rod cells or applied immune suppression, and characterized the kinetics 

of: (1) rod cell clearance, (2) stem cell proliferation, and (3) rod cell regeneration. The 

data revealed that the rate of stem cell proliferation and rod cell replacement were 

dependent on the presence of microglia, establishing a role for this innate immune cell 

subtype in regulating retinal regeneration. Additionally, characterization of the retinal 

milieu following rod cell ablation indicated a complex inflammatory response. 

Determining how innate immune cells shape retinal stem cell responsiveness will help to 

inform therapeutic strategies—e.g., modulating cytokine signaling to promote stem cell 

proliferation—aimed at reversing vision loss caused by degenerative retinal conditions.  
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION 

A. STATEMENT OF A PROBLEM 

Vision is arguably our most important sense – loss of vision exacts a tremendous 

economic toll on both the afflicted individual and society as a whole. Traumatic injuries 

(e.g., automobile accident) and degenerative diseases (e.g., glaucoma, retinitis 

pigmentosa, macular degeneration, diabetic retinopathy) can all result in vision loss. 

Treatment for blinding diseases is difficult since visual impairment typically arises after 

significant damage has occurred. With varying degrees of success, approaches for 

mitigating vision loss or restoring vision are in development (e.g., retinal prosthesis [1], 

gene therapy [2], photoreceptor transplantation [3]). However, these strategies rely on 

invasive surgery and/or introduction of foreign material into the eye. Ideally, one would 

harness the power of regenerative vertebrates to develop therapeutics wherein the human 

retina could heal itself. 

Prior studies have identified factors differentially regulated during retinal 

regeneration in zebrafish [4-6]. However, these studies used either mechanical or light-

based lesions that completely destroy all photoreceptor cells. This may limit the clinical 

relevance of this data since major retinal disorders are associated with selective loss of 

individual retinal cell types and/or a slow progressive loss of cells. Accordingly, we have 

developed zebrafish models wherein the loss of single neuronal cell types can be induced 

with water soluble compounds [7-11]. Here, this strategy is applied to investigate the role 

of the innate immune system in shaping the response to the selective loss of rod 

photoreceptor cells, a model for retinitis pigmentosa. 
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We hypothesized that the innate immune system might play a central role in 

regulating the response of retinal stem cells (i.e., Müller glia) to retinal injury, including 

rod cell loss. To achieve this, we first characterized which innate immune cell types 

responded to cell-specific loss of retinal neurons, and then defined their role following 

injury (i.e., apoptotic cell clearance, stem cell proliferation, rod cell regeneration). 

Determining which innate immune cells shape stem cell responsiveness will inform 

therapeutic strategies aimed at reversing vision loss caused by degenerative retinal 

conditions. 

 

B. SPECIFIC AIMS 

Aim 1: Detail the time course of the immune response to different retinal cell death 

paradigms.  

Sub-aims, determine: 1) How quickly does our chemical ablation system induce cell 

death? 2) How does the innate immune system respond to different injury paradigms? If 

it does, what immune cell types respond? 3) What is the duration of the innate immune 

response across different retinal injury paradigms? 

To account for the highly dynamic nature of immune cell activation, the responses 

of immune cell subtypes to retinal injury will be explored using intravital imaging (i.e., 

time-lapse confocal microscopy of the living zebrafish eye). We will detail how quickly 

the immune system responds to cell death. Thus, how quickly our chemically-induced 

ablation system begins to have an effect and the duration of the immune response across 

different retinal injury paradigms will be assessed. Transgenic zebrafish allowing 
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chemical ablation of rod photoreceptors, will be crossed to transgenic lines which label 

subsets of immune system cells (mpeg1:tDtomato for peripheral macrophages and retinal 

microglia, and mpx:GFP for neutrophils [12]) to facilitate these studies. Time-lapse 

confocal microscopy will be used to track migrational and/or phagocytic behaviors of 

macrophages, microglia, and neutrophils following the addition of the ablation inducing 

agent metronidazole (Mtz). By comparing different retinal injury paradigms, we will 

determine how the extent of cell loss and/or cell type(s) lost alters the immune system 

response. By simultaneously monitoring the regenerative process, we will be able to 

correlate the kinetics of the immune response to the level of repair. 

 

Aim 2: Define the role of the microglia in retinal regeneration.  

Sub-aims, determine: 1) What effect will co-ablating microglia/macrophage in 

synchrony with rod photoreceptors have on the kinetics/magnitude of the regenerative 

response? 2) Will modulating microglia cell-cell signaling mechanisms via 

chemical/transgenic methods have an effect on retinal stem cell responsiveness and/or the 

kinetics of the rod cell regeneration? 

Using models that alter the number or type of immune cells responding, we will 

delineate the roles for specific immune system cell types during retinal regeneration. We 

will apply methods that allow us to ablate immune cell subtypes in synchrony with 

targeted retinal neurons. We will then monitor how the absence of targeted immune cell 

subtypes during the initial phase of neuronal cell loss affects the regenerative response.  
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A fundamental way to test the role of specific cell types is to eliminate them from 

the biological process of interest. Transgenic zebrafish enabling Mtz-induced ablation of 

macrophages (mpeg: NTR-eYFP [13]) will be crossed to rho:YFP-NTR lines in order to 

test whether co-ablating macrophages alters stem cell responses to rod cell loss and/or 

rod cell regeneration kinetics. Time-series imaging and immunohistochemical approaches 

will be applied to determine effects on stem cell responses (e.g., proliferation rates) and 

the pace of rod cell regeneration following Mtz ablation. An additional comparative 

technique will also be utilized: immunosuppression via dexamethasone [14], a synthetic 

glucocorticoid agonist that can penetrate the CNS and bind to cytoplasmic glucocorticoid 

receptors thereby inhibiting inflammation and leukocyte chemotaxis. This will test the 

importance and ability of macrophages (precursors to microglia of the CNS in zebrafish 

[15]) to resolve and clear the injury. These experiments will determine whether 

macrophages play pro- or anti-reparative roles in zebrafish retinal neuron regeneration. 
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C. BACKGROUND AND REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Retinal Disease and Therapy 

Visual impairment and blindness are devastating diseases afflicting modern 

society. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that 285 million people are 

visually impaired worldwide (of those 39 million are blind and 246 million have low 

vision) [16]. In the Unites States alone, the National Eye Institute (NEI) estimates that by 

2020, 5.5 million Americans will be afflicted with low vision or blinding diseases [17]. 

Low vision and blindness increase significantly with age, particularly over the age of 65 

– by 2030 the 20% of Americans will be over the age of 65 (71.5m) [18]. Vision loss is 

coincident with increased risk of falls/fractures, depression, and difficulty with mundane 

yet essential daily activities [18]. Damage or defects in any cell type along the visual 

pathway can potentially lead to blindness, though most pathologies are derived within the 

neural retina (e.g., glaucoma, retinitis pigmentosa, and age-related macular degeneration). 

The majority of retinal diseases are initiated by the loss of a single cell type which 

escalates from visual loss to blindness [19]. 

Glaucoma is caused by progressive damage to retinal ganglion cells (RGC) of the 

optic nerve often due to increased intraocular pressure (IOP) in the eye [20], first 

decreasing peripheral vision and ultimately leading to blindness. Defects in the trabecular 

meshwork lead to decreased drainage of the aqueous humor and subsequent increase in 

IOP [21]. Treatments to prevent RGC damage include canaloplasty (surgical addition of 

microcatheters to permit drainage) [22], laser surgery (ablation of small areas of 

trabecular meshwork to enhance drainage) [23], and topical medications to decrease IOP 

[24]. These same treatments can be applied to normal-tension glaucoma (i.e., RGC loss 
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with an intraocular pressure of ~10-20 mmHg), though complex causes include genetic 

defects in mitochondrial [25] and endothelial [26] function, or inadequate/irregular ocular 

blood flow [27, 28]. While these mitigate loss, one potential method to replenish lost 

RGCs is through application of stem cells. The zebrafish is able to repair damage to the 

optic nerve (nerve crush paradigm) within three weeks [29, 30]. In vitro, mammalian 

retinal stem cells can be differentiated into RGCs [31], while leukocyte secreted factors 

have been implicated in RGC axon regrowth following injury in vivo [32, 33]. 

Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) is an inherited degenerative retinal disease 

characterized by progressive loss of rod photoreceptor cells in the retina. The first genetic 

cause identified was a mutation in the rhodopsin gene [34]. As in glaucoma, peripheral 

vision is first compromised, though due to a loss in rod photoreceptors. Progressive rod 

degeneration is followed by abnormalities in the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), bone 

spicule formation within the fundus, and subsequent loss of cone photoreceptors leading 

to blindness [35]. Treatments to prevent loss of cone photoreceptors [36] or transplant 

healthy photoreceptors to reverse vision loss [37] have shown promise in mammalian 

model systems yet require surgical intervention. More recent gene therapy-directed 

approaches highlight the potential of adeno-associated viral (AAV) vectors as a means of 

restoring vision and limiting progression of the disease in mammalian systems [38-40].  

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD or ARMD) affects the macula, a 5.5mm 

oval-shaped pigmented region near the center of the retina in the human eye. At the 

center of the macula is the fovea (or fovea centralis), a 1.5mm diameter grossly avascular 

depression that consists almost entirely of cone photoreceptors that is specialized for 

maximum visual acuity [41]. AMD pathophysiology occurs as both “wet” and “dry” 
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forms and manifests later in life (age 55) [42]. “Wet” AMD is more severe, and 

characterized by blood vessel infiltration from the choroid into the subretinal space where 

leakage occurs [43]. “Dry” AMD is typified by the progressive formation of drusen 

(composed of lipids, proteins and trace elements) between the choroid and retina [43]. 

Both forms results in retinal detachment and loss of central vision. The fovea is quite thin 

(e.g., 150-200µm thick) and susceptible to the build-up of subretinal pressure. Treatments 

to delay disease progression typically include anti-VEGF (block angiogenesis) for “wet” 

AMD [44] while laser therapy and antioxidant administration are applied to “dry” AMD 

[45]. Transplantation of embryonic stem cells into “dry” AMD patients can prevent 

disease progression and partially restore visual acuity [46]. 

Inflammation (immune cell infiltration) is associated with and can exacerbate 

retinal disease pathologies (e.g., retinitis pigmentosa [47]). Chronic unresolved 

inflammation and immune cell activation has been shown to contribute to the 

pathogenesis of retinal degenerative disorders. This includes mutations in the 

complement pathway [48], accumulation of oxidative stress in AMD [49], and chronic 

subclinical inflammation in RP [50]. Unfortunately, ageing increases the prevalence of 

chronic inflammation and subsequently results in decreased regenerative capacities [51-

54]. As such, many of the above mentioned treatments for retinal disease are coupled 

with anti-inflammatory administration to relieve chronic inflammation [55]. Conversely, 

discrete immune cell types and temporally-limited (quickly resolved) inflammatory 

responses have been implicated as playing beneficial roles in a diverse array of 

regenerative paradigms including: fin [56] and limb [57], muscle [58], kidney [59], 
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xenopus neural crest [60], mouse [61] and zebrafish [62] spinal cord, and even the 

zebrafish brain [14]. 

 The mechanisms responsible for markedly complex retinal disease etiologies 

suggest much remains to be elucidated [19, 63]. Though a delay in the progression of 

disease is undoubtedly beneficial, restoring vision loss through combinatorial 

regenerative therapeutics should be emphasized in the long term [64]. Multipotent stem 

cell transplantation has shown promise [65] but is not without caveat (e.g., transplant 

rejection and functional integration) [66]. An ideal therapeutic strategy for retinal 

degenerative diseases would be to harness the dormant regenerative potential of stem 

cells in the mammalian retina [67-69]. Though human Müller glia inherently respond to 

retinal damage through gliosis and/or fibrosis [70], mastering the tools to elicit 

controlled/precise regeneration of cell types lost in retinal disease would ensure success 

and alleviate the hardship of countless individuals. 

 

Visual System and Development – Mammalian and Teleost 

The neural retina is derived from the neural tube (Figure 1). The anterior of the 

neural tube evaginates to form optic vesicles. When proximal to the surface ectoderm, the 

optic vesicles invaginate to form the optic cups; the inner layer becomes the neural retina 

while the outer layer becomes the retinal pigment epithelium. Multipotent progenitor 

cells undergo rounds of proliferation and migration to form to form all retinal cell types 

[71, 72]. They ultimately stratify into three somal layers (Figure 2B-C): the anterior 

ganglion cell layer (GCL); the intermediate inner nuclear layer (INL); and the posterior 
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outer nuclear layer (ONL). The retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) is formed when the 

outer layer of the optic cup fuses with the inner neuroepithelial layer.  
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Figure 1. Embryonic development of the eye. A-C: The anterior neural plate (light 

blue) folds inwards, then optic grooves evaginate. D: Lips of the neural folds (orange) 

approach each other and optic vesicles bulge outwards. E: Lips of neural folds merge 

pinching off the neural tube. F: Optic vesicles invaginate such that future neural retina 

is proximal to the future retinal pigment epithelium. Ventricular space between retina 

and RPE closes. Surface ectoderm at lens placode begins for form lens pit. G: Eye cup 

grows circumferentially, sealing over the optic nerve (and associated hyaloid/retinal 

vasculature – not shown). Ectoderm continues to differentiate to form the lens. Figure 

from Lamb et al. 2007. 
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Development of the mammalian retina progresses from the inner to outer layer, a 

feature largely conserved among vertebrates (Figure 2A). Comparably, the zebrafish 

retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) first appear at 32-40 hours post fertilization (hpf) [73]. 

Horizontal and amacrine cells form within 50-55 hpf [73] while photoreceptor and 

bipolar cells appear together at 43-65 hpf [73, 74]. Müller glia are the final cell type 

generated around 60-74 hpf [73, 75]. The inner plexiform layer (IPL) consists of synaptic 

connections between retinal ganglion cells and INL cells (e.g., amacrine, bipolar). The 

outer plexiform layer (OPL) consists of synaptic connections between photoreceptors and 

INL cells (e.g., horizontal, bipolar). The zebrafish larvae develops rapidly, exhibiting 

visual responsiveness to changes in light intensity by just 68 hpf [76]. Electro 

retinograms (ERGs) [77] can be recorded as early as 72 hpf [78], but exhibit a clear 

response by 5 dpf. The key zebrafish retinal neuron subtype of interest in this study, rod 

photoreceptors, had an ERG response that was initially difficult to isolate. However, in a 

nof transducin mutant (void of cone photoreceptor function) it was possible to record 

from the relatively few rod photoreceptors present at 5 dpf [79]. 
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Figure 2. Timing of cell birth and laminar structure in mammalian retina.  
A: Chart illustrating the sequential birth of cell classes within the vertebrate 

retina. Timing of cell birth indicated in both post-natal and caecal (relative to 

eye opening). B:Cross-section of an immunostained mature mouse retina 

showing lamination of cell bodies and synaptic terminals. Photoreceptors (blue-

purple) labeled with anti-cone arrestin; amacrine and ganglion cells (red) 

labeled with labeled with anti-calbindin; bipolar cells express mGluR6-driven 

GFP. C: Schematic illustrating major cell components and corresponding 

projection patterns in the mature vertebrate retina. Figure adapted from Lamb 

et al. 2007, and Morgan and Wong 2005, Webvision. 
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Functional Role of Rod Photoreceptor Cells 

While cone photoreceptors are responsible for color vision, rod photoreceptors are 

specialized for vision in low-light conditions [42]. The structure of rod photoreceptors is 

comprised of three parts (Figure 3A). The rod outer segment [80] is comprised of many 

layered disks containing rhodopsin (light-absorbing), a photopigment responsible for 

converting light energy into chemical energy. Photoisomerization of the retinal portion of 

this chromophore from an 11-cis to all-trans isomer ultimately activates the rhodopsin 

receptor [81]. The enzyme rhodopsin, in turn, activates transducin which causes 

phosphodiesterase to hydrolyze cGMP (Figure 3B) [82] leading to the closure of cGMP-

gated channels and plasma membrane hyperpolarization (making it unique from other 

sensory cells). This quickly leads to a decrease in glutamate release at the synaptic 

terminal [83]. A single activated rhodopsin can ultimately activate hundreds of 

phosphodiesterase enzymes—each of which can catalyze over 1000 cGMP molecules per 

second [84]—making rod photoreceptors exquisitely sensitive to the smallest quanta of 

light. Progressive loss of rod photoreceptors is the cause of blinding diseases (e.g., 

retinitis pigmentosa [85]).  

Rod photoreceptor signaling propagates through bipolar cells (see Figure 2C) 

located in the INL. The bipolar cell is structurally comprised of dendrites which synapse 

with rod photoreceptors, a cell body and axons which transvers the INL to synapse with 

retinal ganglion cells and/or amacrine cells [86]. They are classified into two basic 

subtypes: ON (hyperpolarizing) and OFF (depolarizing) based on their response to 

glutamate [87]. The ON bipolar cells express a metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR) 

that is inhibited by glutamate [88-92] – and depolarize at light onset (when glutamate 
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levels decrease), while the OFF bipolar cells express an excitatory mGluR [93, 94] – 

which hyperpolarize at light onset. When glutamate levels increase (at light offset) ON 

bipolar cells hyperpolarize while OFF bipolar cells depolarize. Within the IPL, synaptic 

connections between ON/OFF bipolar cells are delimited to the inner (ON) and outer 

(OFF) sublamina (see Figure 2C) [95, 96]. Retinal ganglion cells make selective contacts 

to bipolar cells within one of the sublamina to either subtype [97, 98]. These ganglion 

cells collectively traverse (as the optic nerve) through the optic chiasm and into the brain 

for higher order image processing [99]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3. Structure of rod photoreceptors and light transduction. A: Rod 

photoreceptor (yellow) includes opsin disks stacked within the outer segment. The 

inner and outer segments are connected via cilium. The inner segment contains 

organelles (e.g., mitochondria) and the nucleus, and forms a synapse with bipolar 

cells.  A human rod photoreceptor is ~100µm in length. B: Schematic of the activation 

of vertebrate rod phototransduction. Photon absorption activates rhodopsin, 

subsequently activating trimeric G-protein(s). Two alpha subunits (green) bind to 

phosphodiesterate (PDE, blue) which catalyzes hydrolysis of cGMP. Decreasing 

levels of cGMP lead to the closure of cGMP-gated channels on the plasma membrane. 

Membrane hyperpolarization follows, leading to a reduction in the dark current. 

Figure adapted from Guyton 1992 [80] and Fu et al. 2010, Webvision. 
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Zebrafish Innate Immune System Development 

There is a distinct temporal separation between the innate and adaptive 

components of the zebrafish immune system. The innate component is detectable and 

active by 1 dpf [100, 101], whereas adaptive immunity is morphologically and 

functionally mature at 4-6 weeks post-fertilization (wpf) when lymphocytes become 

functional [102-105]. The rapid formation of the innate immune system is essential, as 

zebrafish embryos hatch by 2-3 dpf and are immediately exposed to a wide range of 

pathogens in an open aquatic environment. In adulthood, the fish immune system 

presents nearly all lymphoid organs and immune cell types present in mammals [104, 

106]. The developmental division of the innate and adaptive arms of zebrafish immunity, 

combined with their transparency at early life stages provides an ideal model system to 

investigate innate immune cell function in vivo in response to diverse disease and injury 

paradigms.  
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Figure 4. Spatial and temporal deployment of early macrophages in the zebrafish 

embryo. Yolk ball is yellow. A: Light blue dots/arrows represent emigration of early 

macrophages from the yolk sac into embryonic tissues. B: Light blue shading indicates 

embryonic mesenchyme colonized by early macrophages; dark blue dots represent 

macrophage colonization of epithelial tissues of the brain, retina, and olfactory 

placode. C: Red dots represent early microglial cells in the brain and retina. (cr) 

cardiac region; (cf) choroid fissure; (l) lens; (r) retina; (np) nasal placode; (fb) 

forebrain; (mb) midbrain; (hb) hindbrain; (cb) cerebellum anlage; (v4) fourth brain 

ventricle; (ov) otic vesicle; (s) spinal cord; (fmb) forebrain–midbrain boundary; (mhb) 

midbrain/hindbrain boundary; (hsb) hindbrain–spine boundary; (av) axial vein; (ba) 

branchial arches. Figure adapted from Herbomel et al. 2001 [101]. 
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Early macrophages first spread throughout the cephalic mesenchyme (Figure 4A); 

found surrounding the otic vesicles, proximal to the trigeminal ganglion, in branchial 

arches, and within the space between forebrain and developing eyes. Minimal apoptosis 

(and subsequent MP phagocytosis) occurs at this stage in development [101]. 

Macrophages then proceed to colonize epithelial tissues (Figure 4B) by traversing basal 

lamina, and to a lesser extent, various compartments of the brain and retina [101]. 

Significant colonization of the retina occurs by 25 hpf, (each retina may contain up to 12 

macrophages), such that by 48 hpf there are 30-35 macrophages per retina. They infiltrate 

the retina through the choroid fissure, similar to mammals [107, 108] and birds [109]. 

Macrophages reside within the RGC layer and INL yet are excluded from the ONL 

(photoreceptor layer), plexiform layers, and lens. By 60 hpf, there is a phenotypic 

transition of macrophages into microglia corresponding with a downregulation of l-plasin 

[110] and subsequent upregulation in Apo-E expression [101, 111-113] and an increase 

in phagocytic activity (increase in neutral red uptake)  [101]. The colonization of the 

zebrafish brain and retina is an M-CSF (macrophage colony-stimulating factor) 

dependent process [101], as mutants (e.g., panther lacking the fms gene encoding the M-

CSF receptor) exhibit a significant delay in colonization of these CNS areas. The early 

developmental appearance of a resident microglia population is suggestive of this innate 

immune cells potential to respond to retinal injury and subsequently modulate 

regenerative outcome in zebrafish larvae. 
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Stem Cell Niches in Zebrafish and Their Role in Retinal Regeneration 

Harnessing the regenerative potential of resident stem cells in the human retina 

will aid in the development of therapeutics for retinal diseases [114]. While Müller glia 

have been implicated as potential human retinal stem cells [67, 115] exhibiting a latent 

capacity to regenerate retinal neurons, they generally respond to retinal damage through 

reactive gliosis/fibrosis and the formation of glial scars [114] subsequent more extensive 

injury. In the zebrafish aspects of this injury response resemble gliosis observed in 

mammals, however, Müller glia function as the ideal retinal stem cell [116, 117], availing 

robust regeneration of retinal neurons. 

In the zebrafish retina three populations of stem cells have been identified (see 

Figure 5): 1) The germinal zone (i.e., ciliary margin zone, CMZ) located at the junction 

of neural retina and ciliary epithelium. It contributes to annular (circumferential) growth 

throughout life but contributes minimally to injury-induced regeneration [118]; 2) Rod 

lineage progenitors (aka, ONL progenitors or rod-committed precursors) are located in 

the outer nuclear layer, and contribute to the development and regeneration of rod 

photoreceptors [119-122]; and 3) Müller glia, the major glial cell type in the vertebrate 

retina. They span the retina serving as living ‘optical fibers’ to channel light to ONL 

photoreceptors [123], and normally contribute to homeostasis (e.g., phagocytosis, K+ 

uptake, growth factor release) [124]. Following injury, zebrafish Müller glia 

dedifferentiate into multipotent progenitor cells capable of giving rise to most types of 

retinal neurons [125-127]. In the developing retina Müller glia constitutively give rise to 

rod lineage progenitors, which migrate to the ONL of the central retina to become rod 
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photoreceptors [128]. Zebrafish rod lineage progenitors also respond to injury to produce 

new rod photoreceptors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 5. Neurogenesis in adult teleost fish retina during growth and regeneration. 
Germinal zone (i.e., ciliary margin cone, CMZ) containing multipotent stem cells 

(magenta, left) at the junction of the ciliary epithelium (CE) and neural retina. The 

germinal zone contributes to annular growth of the retina and is restricted to 

producing: ganglion cells (GC), amacrine cells (AC), bipolar cells (BP), horizontal 

cells (HC), cone photoreceptors (CONE), and Müller glia cells (dark green). In the 

developing retina, Müller glia slowly proliferate to generate rod lineage progenitor 

cells (light green) – a cell type committed to producing only rod photoreceptors 

(ROD). Retinal injury (right side) stimulates the Müller glia to dedifferentiate and re-

enter the cell cycle. They produce pluripotent progenitors to directly regenerate all 

retinal neuron types except rod photoreceptors (which occurs via rod lineage 

progenitor intermediate). Figure adapted from Lenkowski et al.2014 [117]. 
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Zebrafish retinal regeneration proceeds in four phases (Figure 6A): 1) sensing the 

injury, 2) reprogramming, 3) epigenetic modification, and 4) cell cycle exit and 

differentiation. Secreted factors that lead to initial Müller glia proliferation include 

heparin-binding EGF-like growth factor (Hbegf), Wnts, tumor necrosis factor alpha 

(TNFα), adenosine diphosphate (ADP), and interleukin-6 (IL-6) family cytokines (e.g., 

ciliary neurotrophic factor, CNTF) – these are released by dying retinal neurons in more 

traumatic injury paradigms (e.g., stab wound or intense light ablation of all 

photoreceptors) [129-134] along with factors likely secreted from microglia, though yet 

to be defined [135]. Müller glia also make cell-cell contacts and contribute to 

phagocytosis of ablated retinal neurons [136] as additional means of sensing injury. 

Reprogramming (Figure 6B) occurs through activation of Notch, mitogen activated 

protein kinase/extracellular signal-related kinase (Mapk/Erk), glycogen synthase kinase 3 

beta/catenin beta-1 (Gsk3β/β-catenin), and janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of 

transcription (Jak/Stat) signaling cascades [129-131, 137]. This phenomenon is paired 

with inhibition of pathways that support Müller glia differentiation and quiescence 

including let7 miRNA [138] and Dickkopf-related protein (Dkk) [131] signaling. Müller 

glia DNA de-methylation of pluripotency genes (during reprogramming) and de novo 

methylation (during differentiation) suggest a fluid methylation landscape during 

regeneration [139]. Little is known regarding mechanisms that drive cell-cycle exit of 

Müller glia derived progenitors; only the transcriptional repressor, insulinoma-associated 

1a (Insm1a) [140], has been shown to suppress cell-cycle genes prior to differentiation. 

These exiting progenitors are then capable of regenerating all major retinal cell types [5-

7, 119, 120, 141-143]. 
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Applying a Rod Cell Specific Ablation Paradigm to Retinal Regeneration Studies 

 

Varied injury paradigms have been utilized to identify the cell types and factors 

associated with retinal regeneration in zebrafish [116, 125, 126], including light ablation 

[121, 144], stab/puncture wounds [125], and thermal lesions [116]. These paradigms 

elicit large-scale cell death and/or non-specific injuries. In contrast, degenerative retinal 

diseases typically involve the progressive loss of select cell types [19]. Mammalian 

Müller glia possess a limited capacity to regenerate certain cell types in vitro [67, 115]. 

Encouragingly, human Müller glia-derived rod photoreceptors [145] and retinal ganglion 

Figure 6. Müller glia reprogramming and progenitor proliferation in zebrafish. A: 

Adult Müller glia respond to retinal injury by reprogramming injury to acquire stem 

cell properties. Interkinetic nuclear migration to the ONL and asymmetric cell 

division generates a multipotent progenitor capable of restoring Müller glia and 

generating all major retinal cell types. B: Solid arrows indicate pathways shown to 

regulate retinal regeneration. Dashed arrows indicate pathways hypothesized to 

regulate retinal regeneration. Secreted factors are shown outside the cell body. 

Question marks indicate factors demonstrated in birds/mammals but not yet tested in 

fish. Figure adapted from Goldman et al. 2014. 
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cells [115] can partially restore function in vivo when transplanted in the rat retina. 

Collectively, this demonstrates the potential of therapeutics designed to restore/reverse 

cell-specific degenerative retinal conditions. 

There are multiple chemical and transgenic methods used to achieve cell-specific 

ablation in zebrafish [9]. Such methods are useful for generating degenerative disease 

models linked to cell-specific loss, and when deployed in regenerative species, provide 

toolsets for revealing mechanisms that control the regeneration of individual cell types 

[7]. We adapted a chemically-induced cell ablation method [146] to zebrafish involving 

targeting transgenic expression of the pro-drug converting enzyme nitroreductase (Ntr) to 

specific cell types [147, 148]. Ntr serves to convert inert pro-drug substrates, such as 

metronidazole (Mtz), into cytotoxic DNA crosslinking agents leading to cell-specific 

death via apoptosis [149, 150]. If a ‘bystander effect’ is desired, the application of 

alternative pro-drugs (e.g., CB1954) can be utilized, killing targeted as well as 

neighboring cells [151]. Here, we use the rhodopsin (rho) promotor to drive expression 

of Ntr (i.e., Escherichia coli gene NfsB) in rod photoreceptor cells; selective ablation of 

rod cells serving as a model of retinitis pigmentosa. Co-expression of Ntr and a 

fluorescent reporter protein (e.g., NTR-YFP) allows the visualization of cell ablation and 

subsequent regeneration in vivo [7, 8]; loss of fluorescence denotes ablation and return of 

fluorescence indicates regeneration. High-resolution intravital imaging facilitates 

investigation of dynamic cellular and molecular phenomena that are otherwise difficult to 

resolve (e.g., in vivo hallmarks of innate immune cell responsiveness subsequent injury). 

In this study, we combine Ntr-mediated selective cell ablation with intravital imaging to 
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investigate, and modulate innate immune cell activity during ablation and regeneration of 

rod photoreceptors in the larval zebrafish retina. 

 

Müller Glia and Potential Roles for Regeneration in Birds and Mammals 

The retinas of post-natal chicks exhibit Müller glia proliferation and modest 

regenerative capacity following injury [152]. Müller glia proliferation is stimulated by 

Notch signaling [153, 154] and the exogenous growth factors fibroblast growth factor 2 

(FGF-2) and insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) [155, 156] in both the injured and 

uninjured retina. This is mediated via Notch, FGF receptor, mitogen-activated protein 

kinase (MAPK), and extracellular-signal-related kinase (Erk) pathways [154, 157]. 

Critically, in the absence of reactive microglia (via clodronate depletion) fewer Müller 

glia progenitor clusters (MGPCs) are found following N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)-

induced excitotoxicity, this is accompanied by decreases in retinal levels of microglia-

secreted cytokines and complement pathway components [158]. 

Mammalian Müller glia have historically displayed limited capacity for retinal 

regeneration. Their default in vivo response is hypertrophy, upregulation of glial fibrillary 

acidic protein (gfap) [159, 160] and subsequent reactive gliosis, a process thought to 

mitigate injury via isolating of the insult and preventing the spread of neuronal apoptosis. 

The end result of this is a fibrotic scar that spans the retinal surface [161] impeding 

regeneration [162]. However, in 2004, the gene expression profile of mammalian Müller 

glia and mitotic progenitor cells was found remarkably similar, suggesting they are well-

suited to produce multiple cell types under appropriate conditions [163]. Indeed that has 
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proven true over time, Müller glia have been successfully differentiated into amacrine, 

bipolar, and photoreceptor cell fates [164-167]. 

Mammalian Müller glia respond to injury through proliferation and concomitant 

expression of genes associated with retinal stem cells [168, 169] though they do not 

match this capacity in vivo [164, 170]. Additionally, rodent and human Müller glia can 

produce both neurons and glia in vitro [68, 171], and even differentiate into rod 

photoreceptors and retinal ganglion cells with reparative potential in vivo [115, 172]. 

Various genetic and pharmacological approaches have indicated that Wnt/β-catenin 

[165], sonic hedgehog [173], epidermal growth factor (EGF)/EGF receptor (EGFR) 

[166], transforming growth factor beta (TGF) [174], fibroblast growth factor/glial-cell-

line-derived neurotrophic factor (FGF/GDNF) [167], and Achaete-scute homolog 1 

(Ascl1)-dependent [175] signaling mechanisms can stimulate Müller glia proliferation 

and limited regeneration in the mammalian retina. The most potent method of stimulating 

Müller glia proliferation in the murine retina is a combination of NMDA-induced 

excitotoxicity combined with epidermal growth factor (EGF) [166]. 

The above results demonstrate that avian/mammalian retina have the dormant 

capacity to regenerate lost retinal neurons. They can proliferate in response to injury and 

appropriately differentiate in the presence of temporally prescribed intrinsic/extrinsic 

factors and local supporting cells (e.g., microglia). Inroads towards the development of 

Müller glia-derived retinal regenerative therapies have shown great promise in lower 

vertebrates, and highlight its potential as a target to mitigate or reverse retinal 

degenerative diseases in humans. 
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Leukocytes and Regeneration 

Neutrophils are the first responders to injury. The mechanisms of neutrophil 

recruitment and migration have been effectively summarized [176, 177]. Historically, the 

primary role of neutrophils has been combating and mitigating damage from infection 

[178]. However, neutrophils are recruited to sites of injury in the absence of infection 

(e.g., myocardial infarct [179] or sterile insult [180]). Neutrophils are efficient 

phagocytes with the ability to produce reactive oxygen species (ROS) and release stores 

of antimicrobial and/or matrix remodeling enzymes, making them well-positioned for 

antimicrobial defense. Within a regenerative context, those same capabilities may cause 

non-specific bystander damage to otherwise healthy tissue, a feature exacerbated in a 

chronic inflammatory condition (i.e., models of psoriasis [181]). 

Immunodepletion studies provide conflicting evidence suggesting that neutrophils 

are either pro-reparatory or deleterious to regeneration in the CNS. They have been 

ascribed a neuroprotective role following spinal cord injury [182] (not observed in the 

peripheral nervous system [183]), while contributing to optic nerve regrowth through 

secretion of oncomodulin [33] (macrophages also secrete oncomodulin in this context 

[32]). Studies are beginning to identify neutrophil sub-populations which enhance tissue 

repair (e.g., pro-angiogenic VEGF-A-recruited neutrophils [184]). Most notably, 

neutrophils engage in cross talk (e.g., via efferocytosis) with macrophages that direct 

them toward a pro-reparative M2 polarization [185-187].  

Macrophages are professional phagocytes also important to microbial defense. 

They contribute to clearance of apoptotic/retired cells subsequent to normal physiological 

turnover (e.g., circulating neutrophils and erythrocytes, and other tissues [188, 189]). 
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Importantly, this activity does not change their activation state. In response to 

physiological threats macrophages are activated by pathogen- or damage-associated 

molecular patterns (i.e., PAMPs or DAMPs). PAMPs lead to the classical pro-

inflammatory M1 polarization [190], while DAMPs lead to the alternative pro-reparatory 

M2 polarization [191]. This polarization is fluid (see Figure 7) and reveals the capacity of 

the macrophage to change its activation state in response to diverse stimuli [190]. This is 

an evolving classification system (i.e., specified into further sub-classes). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Color wheel of macrophage activation. Populations of macrophages 

arranged across a spectrum color wheel. Red designates classically activated (pro-

inflammatory, M1) macrophages, Yellow designates wound healing (pro-reparatory, 

M2) macrophages, Blue designates regulatory macrophages, while Green designates 

tumor-associated macrophages (TAM). Adapted from Mosser et al. 2008 [190]. 
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The role of macrophages in skeletal muscle regeneration is firmly established in 

various models of muscle injury (e.g., ischemia, myotoxic agents, freeze-injury) where 

initially pro-inflammatory monocytes (expressing CCL2/MCP1/TNFα [192]) 

phagocytose muscle cell debris and subsequently acquire an anti-inflammatory phenotype 

(expressing TGFβ/IL-10, as demonstrated in other model systems [193]). This CCR2-

dependent monocyte localization (is critical in the upregulation of IGF-1 [194, 195], a 

central regulator of muscle regeneration and subsequent fusion of myogenic 

progenitor/precursor cells (i.e., satellite cells) to repair damaged or form new myofibers 

[196]. In addition, it has been shown that infiltrating macrophages facilitate optimal 

function of DAMP signaling molecules [197-199] via secretion of antioxidant enzymes 

(thioredoxin and superoxide dismutase [200]) to establish a reduced microenvironment. 

A plethora of studies have shown that macrophages can promote regeneration 

rather than scarring following an array of injury paradigms [201-203]. Depletion of 

macrophages in mice and modulation of specific functions of macrophages demonstrate 

that this innate immune cell type is poised as critical for optimal regeneration post-injury 

[204, 205]. Axolotl limb regeneration is similarly influenced by the presence of 

macrophages [57, 206], likely by affecting the local stem cell niche and/or the releasing 

growth factors [201]. Macrophages have been similarly implicated in zebrafish tail fin 

regeneration [56, 207]. Critically, macrophage polarization states were only recently 

typified in zebrafish larvae following tailfin amputation [208], though this 

characterization is rudimentary when compared to the extensive set of 

immunohistochemical markers available to delineate macrophage polarization states in 

mammals [209]. 
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The Neuro-immune Component to Regeneration in the Nervous System  

The role of inflammation and immune cells on neural stem cells and regeneration 

is multi-faceted. The predominant theory that acute pro-inflammatory signaling is 

detrimental while anti-inflammatory signaling is beneficial has evolved over the past 

decade into a more complex phenomenon that is species-, context-, and time-dependent. 

The response of resident and infiltrating immune cells can affect proliferation, survival or 

differentiation of neural stem and progenitor cells (NSPCs). Resident microglia and 

infiltrating macrophages (blood-derived monocytes) are separate populations with 

distinct activities in disease conditions [210] or subsequent injury [211]. The principal 

task of macrophages following acute CNS injury lies in the resolution of the 

inflammatory response and degradation of the glial scar [212], which is detrimental to 

healing/regeneration.  

In the healthy adult CNS, neurogenesis occurs almost exclusively in two brain 

regions: the subventricular zone (SVZ) lining the lateral ventricle, and the subgranular 

zone (SGZ) of the dentate gyrus. During pathological inflammation, NSPCs and their 

progeny migrate into injured areas to promote structural and functional repair [213]. 

Activation of microglia toward an M1-like state by lipopolysaccharide (LPS) exposure 

causes them to become highly phagocytic and release pro-inflammatory cytokines (e.g., 

IL-6 and TNFα) which is detrimental to neurogenesis [214]. Alternatively activated 

microglia (via IL-4) support both neurogenesis/oligodendrogenesis [215]. Unlike acutely 

activated microglia, chronically activated microglia (which become anti-inflammatory, 

expressing IL-10) are permissive to neuronal differentiation and viability in mouse SVZ 

cultures [216].  Regarding surgical implantation of NPSCs as a therapeutic [217], their 
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lack of functional integration is in part attributed to pro-inflammatory cytokines that 

inhibit their ability to differentiate [218]. 

In the human retina, Müller glia are a major source of inflammatory meditators in 

the implicated in ocular diseases (e.g., proliferative diabetic retinopathy) [219]. Exposure 

of human Müller glia to pro-inflammatory mediators (e.g., IL-1β, TNFα, IL-6) [220] 

cause them to adopt a pro-inflammatory state (e.g., secretion of IL-6), attracting 

monocytes (through secretion of IL-8) [221] and exacerbating disease progression. 

Interestingly, age-related reductions in neurogenesis parallel changes in the aging 

immune system (increased numbers of circulating immune cells and cytokines) [222]. 

Together, this data suggests the lack of a uniform role for the innate immune modulation 

of endogenous stem cells in the healthy/diseased CNS. The origin of the immune cells, 

the type of pathology and acute vs. chronic inflammation converge to determine outcome. 

In both mammals and zebrafish, severe CNS injury results in a robust response 

from resident microglia and peripheral leukocytes [223-227]. These immune cells 

contribute to removal of cell debris and toxic metabolites, while secreting cytokines to 

modulate the local milieu [228]. Acute neuroinflammation in mammals often leads to 

glial scarring while inhibiting many aspects of neurogenesis [214, 229, 230]. However, 

following traumatic brain injury in zebrafish, resident microglia associated with the acute 

inflammatory response initiate regenerative neurogenesis [14] via leukotriene signaling 

and the transcription factor gata3 [231]. Both circulating macrophages and resident 

microglia respond to wide spread Ntr-mediated neuronal death in the zebrafish brain 

[113], where macrophages phagocytose dead neurons and are then cleared by resident 

microglia. Zebrafish spinal cord transection leads to infiltration of macrophages and 
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microglia (along with few neutrophils) [62], after which, glia adopt a bipolar morphology 

and form an Fgf-dependent ‘glial bridge’ to guide axonal regrowth. Similarly, in 

mammalian model systems activated macrophages have been implicated in repair 

following spinal cord injury; both in vitro [232, 233] and in vivo (macrophage 

transplantation/transfer strategies [61, 211, 234]). Lesioned peripheral nerves cause 

macrophages to infiltrate the injury site and clear axonal debris [235, 236] though the 

impact of leukocytes on regeneration subsequent these injury paradigms is unknown. 

Macrophages have been implicated in the regenerative process of hair cells in the 

avian cochlea following ototoxic (neomycin or streptomycin-induced) injury. Earlier 

studies employing immunosuppression (dexamethasone) resulted in marked reduction in 

regenerative proliferation of utricular supporting cells, while macrophage secreted factors 

TNFα and TGFα increased their proliferation [237]. More recently, clodronate depletion 

of resident macrophages prior to ototoxic injury in vitro did not affect support cell 

proliferation or hair cell regeneration,  however, a decrease in basilar membrane 

mesothelial cell proliferation was observed [238]. This would suggest the basilar 

membrane (a stiff structural element that runs along the coil of the cochlea) is physically 

limiting macrophage interaction with support cells (i.e., through direct contact or 

diffusion of secreted factors), or that the regenerative potential of the vertebrate cochlea 

hinges primarily on the ability of the support cells to re-enter the cell cycle. However, 

when hair cell ablation is readily accessible to macrophage interaction (ex., Caudata 

lateral line laser ablation), both small leukocytes and macrophages migrate to and interact 

with support cells [239]. Notably, the peak incidence of macrophages proximal to ablated 

neuromasts occurred just prior to the peak in proliferation of mantle support cells [240]. 
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Similarly in zebrafish, aminoglycocide and copper induced ablation of lateral line 

neuromasts leads to robust leukocyte recruitment [241, 242]. The difference in post-

injury apposition of macrophages in the above paradigms supports their role in cell-

specific regeneration through release of growth factors, enzymes, and matrix remodeling 

proteins. 

It is important to note the adaptive immune system also contributes to 

regeneration/survival of neurons in the following CNS injury. CD4
+
 T helper (Th) 

lymphocytes (i.e., Th2 cells) infiltrate injured tissue, and then act both directly and 

indirectly to affect injury outcome. Their direct influence is through production of 

neuroprotective molecules such as brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) [243, 244]. 

T-cells can also induce an M2 (i.e., ‘alternatively activated’) polarization state for injury-

localized microglia/macrophages through secretion of IL-4/IL-13 [245]. These M2 

polarized cells go on to secrete potent neuroprotective molecules (e.g., TGFβ, IGF-1, and 

IL-10) [61, 211]. Interestingly, the peak of alternative/reparative M2 activation coincides 

with peak of T-cell infiltration into the CNS [246, 247]. The duration of the Th2-cell 

response is dictated by CD25
+
 regulatory T-cells (Treg cells), though whether or not they 

are beneficial following CNS injury remains controversial [248-250].  

The larval zebrafish is an exceptional model system to interrogate the components 

of innate immunity (e.g., neutrophils and macrophages) in modulating successful CNS 

regeneration. The timing and duration (i.e., acute vs. chronic) markedly differs between 

mammals and zebrafish [251]. Often, a second extended period of inflammation often 

occurs in mammals. The challenge is to determine how cross talk between immune cells 

and tissue-specific populations of stem cells (endogenous or grafted) can be modulated 
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for therapeutic benefit. Optimal regeneration will undoubtedly require that the method 

and timing of immune modulation be prudently chosen. 

 

Summary of Prior Research and Unresolved Questions 

Human retinal degenerative diseases are among the most devastating diseases 

afflicting humans today. Increasing life expectancy and an aging population in developed 

countries exacerbates this trend [17, 18] and highlights the importance of developing 

therapeutics for blinding diseases, the majority of which are initiated by the loss of a 

single retinal cell type [19]. Once considered irreversible, a variety of therapies are in 

development to either mitigate or reverse vision loss, ranging from electrical prosthesis to 

photoreceptor transplantation [1, 3]. An ideal alternative to invasive surgical methods 

would be to revive the dormant regenerative capacity of human Müller glia to produce 

both neurons and glia [68, 171]. 

Treatment for blinding diseases is challenging since visual impairment typically 

arises after significant damage has occurred [20, 34, 35, 42, 43]. This presents a critical 

barrier to curing retinal diseases as opposed to delaying disease progression. As such, we 

aim to harness the power of regenerative vertebrates to develop therapeutics wherein the 

human retina could heal itself and restore vision loss. Activation of human Müller glia 

results in reactive gliosis (i.e., scar tissue formation) [159-161, 163], and though similar 

morphological changes are observed in the zebrafish retina following injury, the teleost 

Müller glia is capable of efficiently replacing any cell type lost in the retina [5-7, 119, 
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120, 141-143] through a myriad of signaling pathways presently elucidated [129-135, 

137-139].  

Inflammation and immune cell infiltration are associated with retinal disease [47]. 

Specifically, chronic inflammation exacerbates various eye-specific degenerative 

etiologies [47-50]. Concomitant age-related changes leading to chronic inflammation 

decrease regenerative capacity [51-54]. The zebrafish immune response is ideally situated 

to impact regenerative outcome, as its acute time-limited response is beneficial following 

injury to the CNS [14, 62, 231]. Though the zebrafish immune system has been 

implicated to respond to more traumatic retinal injury [135], and chemical ablation of 

large swathes of neural tissue [113], the sensitivity of resident immune cells to cell-

specific ablation of rod photoreceptors warrants elucidation. 

In this dissertation, I focused on the potential of innate immune cells to modulate 

retinal regeneration in zebrafish. In Aim 1, we define which innate immune cell subsets 

respond to Ntr-mediated cell-specific ablation or following a more traumatic puncture 

wound. First, we focused on the kinetics of the ablation method, e.g., when does cell 

death occur? Through cell tracking and immunocytochemistry we characterize the 

hallmarks of immune cell activation in response to chemical ablation: chemotaxis, 

phagocytosis, and localized proliferation. This is then correlated to microarray expression 

data [252] to explore the immune response within the retina. The combined methods 

allow us to compare resulting immune kinetics to the regenerative process following rod 

photoreceptor ablation. Then, in Aim 2, we modulate immune cell number and activity 

through transgenic and pharmacological techniques. This serves to both confirm the role 
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of retinal microglia and provide an opportunity to further elucidate immune cell specific 

modulators of rod cell clearance and subsequent regeneration in the larval zebrafish. 

Crosstalk between the immune system and stem cells in regenerative vertebrates 

should inform how the mammalian immune system and inflammation should be 

modulated to provide corresponding Müller glia a permissive environment for 

regeneration of lost neuronal cell types. Within this context there remain unresolved 

questions: 1) What are the inflammatory factors and associated signaling cascades 

affecting Müller glia activity? 2) Can we learn from zebrafish how inflammation enables 

tissue restoration, and apply immunomodulation to mammals for therapeutic benefit? 3) 

Can resident immune cells of the mammalian retina be harnessed to reverse vision loss 

through precise temporal control of their polarization? 
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CHAPTER II - MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Transgenic zebrafish 

Zebrafish embryos were obtained through natural paired mating. Embryos and 

larvae were maintained at 28⁰C with a 14/hr light/dark cycle. Prior to 16 hours post-

fertilization viable embryos were transferred to 0.3x Danieu’s solution containing 200µM 

PTU (1-phenyl-2-thiolurea; Acros Organics) to prevent melanocyte formation and 

subsequent pigmentation. Typically, larvae were fed fresh paramecia and/or rotifers daily 

starting at 6 days post-fertilization. Animal protocols used in this study were reviewed 

and approved by the Georgia Regents University (#A3307-01) and/or Johns Hopkins 

School of Medicine (#A3272-01) Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 

(IACUC). 

To facilitate in vivo confocal imaging, transgenic fish were propagated in the roy 

orbison (roy
A9

) pigmentation mutant background (lacking iridophores) for imaging in late 

stage larvae (e.g., 5-11 days post-fertilization) [7]; photolabile PTU media was replaced 

every other day to maintain efficacy. Transgenic zebrafish Tg(rho:YFP-

Eco.NfsB)gmc500 [7] express membrane tagged YFP fused with Ntr in rhodopsin 

expressing rod photoreceptors; Tg(mpeg1:tDtomato)w201 and Tg(mpeg1:NTR-

eYFP)w202 express cytoplasmic tDtomado or YFP fused with Ntr in macrophage lineage 

cells not expressing neutrophil markers [253]; Tg(mpx:eGFP)i114 express cytoplasmic 

GFP in neutrophils [254]; Tg(gfap:eGFP)mi2001 express cytoplasmic GFP in glial 

fibrillary acidic protein expressing Müller glia [255]. 
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Double transgenic Tg(rho:YFP-Eco.NfsB)gmc500;Tg(mpeg1:tDtomato)w201 and 

Tg(rho:YFP-Eco.NfsB)gmc500;Tg(mpx:eGFP)i114 were selected for fluorescent protein 

expression using a stereo microscope (Olympus SZX16, Olympus) for application to 

intravital time-lapse confocal microscopy and immunohistochemistry in Aim 1. 

Tg(rho:YFP-

Eco.NfsB)gmc500;Tg(mpeg1:tDtomato)w201;Tg(gfap:eGFP)mi2001 and Tg(rho:YFP-

Eco.NfsB)gmc500;Tg(mpeg1-NTR-eYFP)w202;Tg(gfap:eGFP)mi2001 triple transgenic 

larvae were selected for fluorescent protein expression via stereo zoom scope (Olympus 

SZX16, Olympus) for application to immunohistochemistry in Aim 2. 

Double transgenic Tg(rho:YFP-Eco.NfsB)gmc500;Tg(mpeg1:tDtomato)w201 and 

triple transgenic Tg(rho:YFP-Eco.NfsB)gmc500;Tg(mpeg1:tDtomato)w201;Tg(mpeg1-

NTR-eYFP)w202 were selected for fluorescent protein expression via stereo zoom scope 

(Olympus SZX16, Olympus) for time-series confocal microscopy in Aim 2. 

 

Metronidazole treatment 

Double transgenic larvae were separated into equal sized groups at 5dpf: 1) non-

treated controls; and 2) those treated with 10mM Mtz (Acros) for 24 hours from 6-7dpf 

(8:00am to 8:00am). After Mtz treatment, photoreceptor ablation was verified (via stereo 

microscope) and fish were rinsed with 0.3x Danieau’s solution and kept in 0.3x 

Danieau’s solution until sacrificed. 
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In vivo confocal microscopy and image processing 

All live imaging followed protocols defined previously [7, 9]. Briefly, 6-11dpf 

larvae were anesthetized in 0.3x Daneiau’s containing tricaine methanosulfate (tricaine, 

756µM final; Argent Labs) and PTU to prevent melanophore formation (pigmentation), 

maintaining transparency of the eye during imaging. Anesthetized larvae were 

individually transferred into 30µL of 0.25-0.5% LMA (low melting agarose, Fisher 

Scientific) dissolved in 0.3x Danieau’s containing 756µM tricaine/200µM PTU 

maintained at 40⁰C and transferred onto a Petri dish. Larvae were oriented laterally to 

allow sagittal optical sectioning of the right eye – the eye was centered under the apex 

(flattest point) of the agarose droplet to minimize optical distortion of Ex/Em spectra. The 

dish was filled with 50mL of 0.3x Danieau’s containing 756µM tricaine/200µM PTU for 

imaging. In vivo imaging was performed via upright confocal laser-scanning microscope 

(FV1000; Olympus) fitted with a water immersion objective (20x, 0.95NA) and six laser 

lines (405, 440, 488, 515, 559, and 635nm). Analysis was performed on time-lapse z-

stacks, with each stack containing multiple channels, z-sections, and time points. Image 

analysis was processed as described below using ImageJ (v1.49b, NIH) and Imaris 

(v7.6.5, Bitplane). Spectral separation (via Olympus variable bandpass filter) and image 

subtraction (ImageJ) were applied to separate fluorophores with overlapping excitation 

and emission profiles (e.g., GFP and YFP) when needed [7]. 
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In vivo ablation and puncture wound 

For in vivo time-lapse imaging of the immune response to chemical ablation, 

larvae were mounted as described above, and imaged in 0.3x Danieau’s containing 

756µM tricaine/200µM PTU including 10mM Mtz. 

For in vivo time-lapse imaging of the immune response to retinal puncture 

wounds, larvae were mounted as described above, and transferred to a dissecting scope 

for stereotactic-directed puncture wounds through the ventral conjunctiva/retina with a 

10µM diameter pulled glass needle. The stab wound spans ventral neural retina. Larvae 

where immediately imaged in 0.3x Danieau’s containing 756µM tricaine/200µM PTU. 

Both of the above injury paradigms were acquired as z-stacks every 10 min 

(alternating periods of 5 min laser exposure / 5 min of rest, to limit photobleaching and/or 

phototoxicity) for 20 hr. A z-step size maximum of 5µm was maintained to ensure 

cellular resolution. 

 

Tissue preparation and immunohistochemistry 

For immunohistochemistry, larval zebrafish were euthanized in 20x tricaine 

(15mM), then fixed  in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA, Acros Organics) for 4 hr at 22°C, 

and washed three times in 1x PBS (phosphate buffered saline; EMD Millipore) for 60 

min before storing at 4°C in PBS containing 30% sucrose for cryoprotection. Samples 

were mounted in embedding medium (Cryo-Gel, Instrumedics) within the next two days 

and frozen in liquid nitrogen. All blocks were kept at -80°C until sectioned in the sagittal 
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plane at 20 m thickness with a cryostat (Leica). Sliced sections transferred serially onto 

microscope slides (Fisher Scientific), briefly dried, and stored at 4°C. 

For immunohistochemistry, slides were warmed to room temperature for 30 

minutes protected from light. Samples were rinsed in 1 x PBS three times for 5 min each 

(all subsequent rinses are 5 min) to remove embedding medium, blocked with PAP pen 

(Sigma) and then fixed to the slides with 4% PFA (in 1x PBS) for 15 min. Three rinses 

with PBST (0.1% Tween20 [Fisher Scientific] diluted in 1x PBS) followed to remove 

trace amounts of PFA. Antigen retrieval was achieved via 5 min incubation in 1% SDS 

(Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate; Fisher Scientific) in 1x PBS. Section blocking was performed 

with 3% normal goat serum (NGS, Sigma) in PBDT (1x PBS, 1% BSA, 1% DMSO, 

0.1% TritonX-100 [Fisher Scientific]) for 60 min. Afterwards, the primary antibody was 

applied in 1% goat serum in PBDT overnight at 4°C. The following morning, primary 

antibody was washed from the slides with five consecutive rinses in PBST and then 

incubated with the appropriate secondary antibody in PBDT for 2 hr protected from light. 

Antibody incubations were maintained in a humidified chamber to prevent evaporation 

and 22x50 mm coverslips (Fisher Scientific) were used to uniformly distribute antibody 

solution. Four additional washes with PBST were performed to remove trace secondary 

antibody, followed by a final rinse in 1x PBS to remove trace detergent. The samples 

were then protected with Vectashield (Vector Labs) covered with a 24x50 mm coverslip 

(Fisher Scientific), and sealed carefully with clear nail polish.  

Primary antibodies were applied at the following concentrations: mouse 

monoclonal anti-PCNA (proliferating cell nuclear antigen, a standard marker for 

proliferation, clone PC10, Sigma-Aldrich) 1:1000, mouse monoclonal anti-ZPR3 (1:500, 
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ZIRC). Secondary antibodies were conjugated either to Alexa Fluor 405, or Alexa Fluor 

635 (Molecular Probes) diluted at 1:500. Imaging was performed using an upright 

confocal laser-scanning microscope (FV1000; Olympus) fitted with an oil immersion 

objective (40x, 1.3NA) and six laser lines (405, 440, 488, 515, 559, and 635nm). 

Analysis was performed on z-stacks, with each stack containing multiple channels and z-

sections. Image analysis was processed as described below using ImageJ (v1.49b, NIH) 

and Imaris (v7.6.5, Bitplane). 

 

Cell counting and analysis 

Confocal z-stacks of immunolabeled (20µm thickness) retinal sections were 

obtained via 40x oil immersion objective (2.5µm step size, 130µm confocal aperture). A 

total of ~20 retinal sections (centered around the optic nerve) from 10+ retinas 

(distributed over a minimum of 6 fish) were imaged and saved as a .OIB (Olympus image 

format). The data were transferred to ImageJ [256]. Spectral separation (via Olympus 

variable bandpass filter) and image subtraction (ImageJ) were applied to separate 

fluorophores with overlapping excitation and emission profiles (e.g., GFP and YFP) 

when needed [7]. Stacks were transformed via z-projection (standard deviation method) 

for representative images, and compared with uncompressed stacks to ensure labeled 

cells were not missed or double counted. Manual cell counts were averaged within each 

group. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc analysis was used for statistical 

comparisons between groups throughout the time-lapse when appropriate. Asterisks 

represent P values as follows: * P ≤ 0.05, ** P ≤ 0.01, *** P ≤ 0.001, **** P ≤ 0.0001. 
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4D quantification of innate immune cell activity 

Confocal z-stacks of double-transgenic labeled retinas (approx. 300x200x150µM 

in volume) from zebrafish larvae were obtain as above. The ImageJ ‘Correct 3D Drift’ 

plugin was applied to the raw .OIB file, which was then saved as a .tiff image sequence 

for transition to Imaris. This software suite was then utilized for 3D surface rendering and 

subsequent cell tracking. Specific sets of migration paths were selected for measurement 

(i.e., within or outside the neural retina). The migration distance (i.e., length traveled 

between each 10 min interval is totaled for each cell) and migration displacement (length 

traveled between initial [0 hr] and final [20 hr] position of each cell) was quantified. 

Migration distance and displacement were averaged within each group. Student’s t-test 

and One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc analysis was used for statistical 

comparisons between groups throughout the time-lapse when appropriate. Asterisks 

represent P values as follows: * P ≤ 0.05, ** P ≤ 0.01, *** P ≤ 0.001, **** P ≤ 0.0001. 

 

IMARIS volumetric rendering and quantification 

 Larvae were mounted for in vivo microscopy as described above. Confocal z-

stacks of zebrafish retinas (n=8 for each group and time point) wherein rod 

photoreceptors only (i.e., PR ablation) or rods and microglia/macrophage were both 

ablated (i.e., PR&MP ablation or Co-ablation). Imaging parameters (e.g., step size, laser 

power, gain) were established for the control (non-ablated) condition for both YFP (515 

laser) and RFP (559 laser) – these acquisition parameters were maintained for all samples 

throughout the time course. Photoreceptor volume (μM
3
) was isolated through IMARIS 
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‘local-background’-based volumetric rendering of YFP (vs. alternative less accurate 

‘absolute intensity’ based renderings available in ImageJ). NTR-eYFP expressing 

microglia were subtracted from the total YFP volume by virtue of their co-expression of 

tDtomato. Imaris image processing parameters were established for the control (non-

ablated) condition and utilized for all z-stacks (.OIB, Olympus image format) obtained 

throughout the time course. YFP volume was normalized to the control (non-ablated) and 

then averaged within each group. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc 

analysis was used for statistical comparisons between groups throughout the time-course. 

Asterisks represent P values as follows: * P ≤ 0.05, ** P ≤ 0.01, *** P ≤ 0.001, **** P ≤ 

0.0001. 

 

mRNA isolation and preparation for Affymetrix GeneChip microarray analysis 

For each group, mRNA samples consisting of 16 eyes from 8 larvae were isolated 

across 12 time points. These time points corresponded to three general stages of the cell 

ablation/regenerative process: Pretreatment (0 hr – day 6), Ablation (8, 16, 24 hr – day 7) 

and Recovery (32, 40, 48, 60, 72, 96, 144, 240 hr – days 8-15). For Group 1, non-treated 

larvae, samples were collected at all times except t = 0 hr. For Group 2, treated larvae, 

larvae were exposed to Mtz for 24 hrs to induce cell ablation (see above). This protocol 

was repeated to provide a total of three biological repeats per condition/time point Ntr+ 

rod photoreceptor lines.  

To isolate the eyes, larvae were euthanized in 0.4% tricaine for 5 mins followed 

by cervical transection. Whole eye pairs were manually isolated under an Olympus SZ51 

epifluorescence stereoscope, and immediately placed into a sterile 1.5 ml tube with 50 ul 
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of TriZOL (Life Technologies); samples were then stored at -80
o
C until mRNA 

extraction.  

Samples were batch extracted following the final time point to minimize delays 

between extraction and microarray hybridization. All samples were processed in the GRU 

Integrated Genomics Core for mRNA isolation, cDNA library construction, and 

microarray hybridization. Only samples attaining a minimal concentration of ≥100ng/µL 

(5µL total) and a RNA integrity number (RIN) value of ≥8 were used for microarray 

hybridizations [257]. 

Data was collected from 138 Genechip Zebrafish Genome arrays (Affymetrix) 

across two experimental conditions: Ntr+ rod photoreceptor (non-treated control), NTR+ 

rod photoreceptor (Mtz-treated). Bioconductor R statistical software [258], LIMMA 

[259], Carmaweb [260], and Microsoft Access were used for data processing, analysis 

and storage. Prior to statistical analysis, Robust Multi-array Average (RMA) pre-

processing routine [261] and Quality control assessments [262] were used for background 

correction, normalization and identification of problematic arrays. The Microsoft Access 

database of 15,617 genes [252] was mined for robustly expressed immune-related genes. 

 

mRNA isolation and preparation for qRT-PCR analysis 

Total RNA from ~40 zebrafish larvae was isolated into TriZOL (Life 

Technologies) as above, and then stored at -80⁰C to prevent degradation. This was 

followed by DNAse treatment to remove genomic DNA using ‘RNA clean and 

concentrator kit’ (Zymoresearch). 1µg of cleaned RNA was reverse transcribed into 
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cDNA using ‘qScript cNDA Supermix’ (Quanta) in a 20 µL volume. 1µL of cDNA was 

applied to a 1:3 dilution of the cDNA for quantitative real time (qRT) PCR per reaction. 

qRT-PCR was conducted using ‘RT
2
SYBR Green Fluor qPCR Mastermix’ (Qiagen) 

according to manufacturer’s instructions with a reaction volume of 8.3µL using Biorad 

CFX 384 thermal cycler. The protocol consisted of three phases: 1) 95˚C for 15:00 min, 

2) 40x 95˚C for 00:15 min, 55˚C for 00:30 min, 3) 72˚C for 00:30 min followed by melt 

curve analysis. Gene expression analysis was performed using Biorad Cfx 

Manager. Riboprobe was run as the house keeping gene and 2
−ΔΔCT

 method was used for 

normalization to ensure equal amounts of cDNA for comparisons. Select qPCR primers 

were derived from prior literature [56, 263]. Thermal denaturation (melt curve analysis) 

was conducted to ensure formation of desired products. 

 

Dexamethasone treatment and ARQiv scans 

Larvae expressing the rod photoreceptor reporter were analyzed using the ARQiv 

system to quantify rhodopsin reporter levels (YFP). 5dpf Tg(rho:YFP-Eco.NfsB)gmc500 

larvae were pretreated with Dexamethasone (5, 10, or 20µM) in 0.1% DMSO for 24hrs 

prior to ablation at 6dpf. Fresh dexamethasone/media were replaced daily. Plate reader 

detection parameters (e.g., optimal excitation/emission settings, z-dimension ‘focus’, etc.) 

were determined empirically using previously described methods [8, 11]. Briefly, all 

wells were scanned in a 3 × 3 grid, with all grid regions analyzed independently. ‘Signal’ 

was defined as any region producing a reading greater than or equal to three standard 

deviations above non-transgenic control fish averages. If more than one region produced 

‘signal’, these values were summed to obtain the total signal for that well. Plate reads 
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obtained at 10dpf (3 days post ablation) to observe effects of dexamethasone treatment on 

regeneration. YFP ‘signal’ was averaged within each group. One-way ANOVA followed 

by Tukey’s post hoc analysis was used for statistical comparisons between groups. 

Asterisks represent P values as follows: * P ≤ 0.05, ** P ≤ 0.01, *** P ≤ 0.001, **** P ≤ 

0.0001. 
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CHAPTER III - RESULTS 

A. SPECIFIC AIM 1: DETAIL THE TIME COURSE OF THE IMMUNE 

RESPONSE TO DIFFERENT RETINAL CELL DEATH PARADIGMS 

 

Specific immune cell types have recently been implicated in regulating several 

large-scale tissue regeneration paradigms in adult zebrafish, including traumatic brain 

injury [14]. However, it remains unclear what role innate immune cells play following 

‘sterile injuries’ typified by the death of select cell types, a common etiology of many 

neurodegenerative diseases (Figure 8A). Accordingly, we sought to define roles played 

by the innate immune system during retinal regeneration. More specifically, we applied 

the Ntr-Mtz system of cell ablation to characterize immune cell responses (e.g., tDtomato 

labeled microglia/macrophage colored cyan in control/uninjured larvae, Figure 8B-D) to 

the selective loss of rod photoreceptor cells (YFP-Ntr labeled rod photoreceptors in 

control/uninjured larvae, Figure 8B-D). This serves as a model for retinitis pigmentosa 

wherein rod cells degenerate. Zebrafish Ntr-Mtz directed rod cell ablation and 

regeneration was concomitant with loss/return of the immunohistochemical rod outer 

segment marker ZPR-3 (as shown in Figure 8E-E’’). To image the highly dynamic 

behaviors exhibited by immune cells following injury, we utilized transgenic fish 

expressing complementary fluorescent reporters in different immune cell subpopulations 

for intravital microscopy (i.e., in vivo multicolor confocal time-lapse imaging) [7, 264]. 
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Figure 8: Extent of injury dictates type/magnitude of immune response.  

A: Diagram relating scale of injury to immune activation and subsequent successful 

regeneration. B-D: Confocal z-stack of 6dpf Tg(rho:YFP-Eco.NfsB)gmc500; 

Tg(mpeg1:tDtomato)w201 – representing proximity of macrophages to, and 

intercalation within uninjured retina. D and V, indicate dorsal and ventral; R and C, 

indicate rostral and caudal. E-E’’: Confocal z-stack of Tg(rho:YFP-Eco.NfsB)gmc500
 

retinal sections demonstrating ablation of rod photoreceptors (via 10mM Mtz 

treatment) concurrent with loss of rod outer segment marker (mαZPR-3); pre-

treatment (6dpf, E), post-treatment (7dpf, E’), and recovery (11dpf, E’’). Imaged via 

Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope; processed via Imaris v.7.6.5 (Bitplane) 

software suite. 
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Imaging innate immune system responses to different types of retinal injury in 

larval zebrafish 

 

I - Neutrophil behavior 

We first characterized the potential for neutrophils to contribute to retinal 

regeneration by comparing two injury paradigms in larval zebrafish, targeted rod cell 

ablation [8, 9, 119] and a ventral puncture wound [131, 265]. We first asked if 

neutrophils respond to the selective loss of rod photoreceptor cells. More specifically, 

transgenically labeled neutrophils [266] (Tg(mpx:GFP)uwm1, kind gift of Dr. Graham 

Lieschke) were used to characterize morphological and/or behavioral changes associated 

with neutrophil activation following induction of rod cell apoptosis. Rod cells were 

ablated via the Ntr/prodrug system (Tg(rho:YFP-NTR)gmc500) that we adapted from the 

cancer therapeutics field [146, 151] to facilitate cell-specific regenerative studies in 

zebrafish (Figure 8E-E’’; [7, 264] [8, 9]). Rod cell loss and neutrophil responses were 

examined using multi-color confocal time-lapse and time series imaging [7] of double 

transgenic lines (mpx:GFP; rho:YFP-NTR). 

Double transgenic larvae were imaged over a 20 hour period from 6-7 days post-

fertilization (dpf), using established intravital imaging methods [7, 9][264]. Experimental 

larvae were exposed to 10mM Mtz throughout the imaging period, a treatment sufficient 

to induce rod cell apoptosis [8, 9]; negative control larvae were exposed only to the 

confocal laser. No evidence of neutrophil infiltration of the eye was seen in negative 

controls (Figure 9A), nor in Mtz-treated retinas in which rod photoreceptors were 

selectively ablated (Figure 9B; note asterisks mark neutrophil migration paths within the 
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sub-conjunctival extra-ocular space). Conversely, the positive control group (receiving 

two ventral stab wounds via pulled glass needle) exhibited robust neutrophil infiltration 

through the wound sites into the neural retina (Figure 9C; white arrow heads indicate 

wound sites) and an increase in both neutrophil migration distance (i.e., length traveled 

between each 10 min interval is totaled for each neutrophil) and displacement (i.e., length 

traveled between initial [0 hr] and final [20 hr] position of each neutrophil) across the 20 

hour time-lapse (Figure 9D-E). A one way analysis of variance revealed significant 

differences between the groups for both neutrophil migration distance [F(2,347) = 8.317, 

P ≤ 0.001] and displacement [F(2,347) = 30.23, P ≤ 0.0001]. Tukey’s post hoc analysis 

showed significant increases in both neutrophil migration distance and displacement 

following ventral stab wounds. This suggests that rod photoreceptor apoptosis alone is 

not sufficient to elicit neutrophil activation/extravasation, and decreases the likelihood 

that neutrophils modulate retinal stem cell responses to rod cell loss through altering the 

local milieu. Although this data does not exclude the possibility of neutrophils releasing 

factors into the circulation that affect rod cell regeneration in our view, the absence of 

any observable behavioral changes makes this possibility less likely. 
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Figure 9: Kinetics of neutrophil activity post Mtz compared to stab wound. Confocal 

time-lapse microscopy was used to characterize neutrophil responsiveness following 

Mtz-induced ablation of rod photoreceptor cells in the retina. A 7dpf double 

transgenic zebrafish was imaged during 24hr Mtz treatment. A-B: 3D rendering of 

photoreceptors and neutrophils. Initial (0min) position of neutrophils displayed along 

with subsequent migration path through next 1200min. Note the lack of 

infiltration/intravasation into neural retina during both Control (A) and Ablation 

(10mM Mtz, B). Asterisks in B represent neutrophil migration paths superficial to the 

neural retina within the sub-conjunctival space. C: 3D rendering of photoreceptors 

and neutrophils. Initial (0min) position of neutrophils displayed along with subsequent 

migration path through next 1200min following 2x stab wounds to ventral retina via 

pulled glass needle. Stab wound permits rapid/robust chemotaxis to the injury site 

followed by neutrophil infiltration into neural retina (locations marked with white 

arrow heads). D: Quantification of the mean neutrophil migration distance over 

1200min. E: Quantification of the mean neutrophil migration displacement from 0min 

to 1200min. Imaged via Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope; processed via Imaris 

v.7.6.5 (Bitplane) software suite. Sample number: Control (n = 41), MTZ (n = 73), 

Ventral Stab (n = 236). Asterisks represent P values as follows: * P ≤ 0.05, ** P ≤ 

0.01, *** P ≤ 0.001, **** P ≤ 0.0001. 
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II - Microglia/macrophage behavior 

As described above for neutrophils, a transgenic line labeling peripheral 

macrophages and retinal microglia with the red fluorescent reporter, tDtomato 

(Tg(mpeg1:tDtomato)w201 [253], kind gift of Drs. Chao-Tsung Yang and Lalita 

Ramakrishnan) was used to characterize retinal microglia and peripheral macrophage 

responses to rod cell loss (Figure 10A-E’).  The localization of tDtomato-expressing cells 

either within or outside the eye prior to Mtz-induced ablation allowed us to delineate 

between microglia (rendered yellow) and peripheral macrophages (rendered red, eye 

demarcated by dotted oval in Figure 10A’-C’).  Time-lapse imaging data showed no 

evidence of peripheral macrophage infiltration of the eye in negative controls (Figure 

10A, untreated, red cells), nor in Mtz-treated eyes in which rod photoreceptors were 

ablated (Figure 10B, red cells). As with neutrophils, eyes receiving ventral stab wounds 

exhibited robust peripheral macrophage infiltration into the neural retina (Figure 10C, red 

cells). 

In contrast to neutrophils, peripheral macrophages did show other signs of 

reactivity following rod cell ablation: transitioning from a ramified to an amoeboid 

morphology, increasing migration distance (Figure 10D), and displacement (Figure 

10D’). A one way analysis of variance revealed significant differences between the 

groups for both macrophage migration distance [F(2,66) = 4.26, P ≤ 0.05] and 

displacement [F(2,66) = 6.72, P ≤ 0.01]. Tukey’s post hoc analysis showed significant 

increases in both macrophage migration distance and displacement following Ntr-Mtz 

induced ablation or ventral stab wounds. This data suggests that rod photoreceptor 

apoptosis was sufficient to trigger reactivity in peripheral macrophages residing in close 
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proximity to the eye. Similarly, retinal microglia (Figure 10A’-C’, yellow cells) exhibited 

significant increases in average migration distance (Figure 10E) and displacement (Figure 

10E’) following rod cell ablation. As expected, ventral stab wounds resulted in robust 

migration displacement for both peripheral macrophages (Figure 10D’) and retinal 

microglia (Figure 10E’). A one way analysis of variance revealed significant differences 

between the groups for both microglia migration distance [F(2,53) = 3.75, P ≤ 0.05] and 

displacement [F(2,53) = 5.05, P ≤ 0.01]. Tukey’s post hoc analysis showed significant 

increases in both microglia migration distance and displacement following Ntr-Mtz 

induced ablation or ventral stab wounds. 

To quantify retinal microglia migration patterns during  both rod cell ablation and 

regeneration, a longer time series of fixed retinal sections was imaged and the number of 

microglia cell bodies per each retinal layer was quantified (Figure 10F-F’). In control 

retinas, zebrafish expressing mpeg1:tDtomato but lacking rho:YFP-NTR, were exposed 

to Mtz from 6-7 dpf. There is little, if any, evidence of retinal microglia movement 

between different retinal layers under these conditions (Figure 10G). The largest 

population of microglia cells in controls is found near the hyaloid/inner-limiting 

membrane, likely aiding in the remodeling of the hyaloid vasculature at this age [267, 

268]. Strikingly, in retinas where rod cell ablation was induced, microglia migrated to the 

outer photoreceptor layers (ONL and OPL) within 10 hrs of Mtz exposure (Figure 10H), 

coinciding with rapid induction of rod photoreceptor death observed previously [9]. 

Following Mtz removal, microglia presence in the outer layers decreased (Figure 10H), 

presumably, through reverse migration (i.e., emigration as observed in neutrophils) [269] 

or apoptosis [113]. A one way analysis of variance revealed significant differences 
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between the localization of microglia between control and ablated retinas [F(5,1138) = 

3.43, P ≤ 0.01]. Tukey’s post hoc analysis showed significant differences in microglia 

localization throughout the time course. Interestingly, microglia did not appear to return 

the inner-limiting membrane but remain intercalated within the intermediate layers of the 

retina, proximal to Müller glia.  
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Figure 10: Kinetics of macrophage/microglia migration and localization within 

the retina during rod photoreceptor ablation and regeneration. Confocal time-

lapse microscopy was used to characterize immune cell migration during either 

chemical ablation of rod photoreceptors (PR) or following ventral stab wound. A-

C: 3D rendering of photoreceptors and macrophages. Initial (0min) position of 

macrophages displayed along with subsequent migration path through next 

1200min for Control (laser exposure only), 10mM Mtz and 2x Ventral Stab wounds 

(locations marked with arrow heads). D-D’: Quantification of mean (+/–SEM) 

migration path distance and displacement (from 0min to 1200min) of macrophage 

in Control (red cells in A’), 10mM Mtz (red cells in B’), and following Ventral Stab 

(red cells in C’) over 1200min. Systemic macrophage reside outside the eye 

(exterior to circled region in A-C). E-E’: Quantification of mean (+/–SEM) 

migration path distance and displacement (from 0min to 1200min) of microglia in 

Control (yellow cells in A’), 10mM Mtz (yellow cells in B’), and following Ventral 

Stab (yellow cells in C’) over 1200min. Microglia reside within the eye (interior to 

circled region in A-C). Macrophage sample number: Control (n = 20), MTZ (n = 

34), Ventral Stab (n = 15). Microglia sample number: Control (n = 11), MTZ (n = 

30), Ventral Stab (n = 15). F: 7dpf retina cryosection at 24hours Mtz treatment 

demonstrating macrophage response. Asterisk indicates iridophore 

autofluorescence. F’: Arrowheads indicate observed macrophages. G-H: Average 

(+SEM) of macrophage location in different layers of the retina throughout 

ablation, clearance and regeneration (n ≥ 20 per time point). Imaged via Olympus 

FV1000 confocal microscope; processed via Imaris v.7.6.5 (Bitplane) software 

suite. Asterisks represent P values as follows: * P ≤ 0.05, ** P ≤ 0.01, *** P ≤ 

0.001, **** P ≤ 0.0001. 
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III – Additional hallmarks of microglia activation 

To further explore the extent to which retinal microglia respond to rod cell loss, 

two additional hallmarks of activated microglia were investigated: phagocytosis [270] 

and proliferation  [270]. Phagocytosis of apoptotic photoreceptor fragments by microglia 

was observed both in cryosections (Figure 11A-A’’’) and through time-lapse confocal 

microscopy (Figure 11B-B’’).  In the latter, we observed a microglia cell make initial 

contact with a large photoreceptor fragment and engulf it over the next 30 minutes 

(Figure 11C-C’’, arrowheads).  Phagocytosis was apparent during Mtz treatments and 

after Mtz removal (i.e., over the next 24 hours of the recovery phase). 

To investigate the possibility that microglia cells proliferate in response to rod cell 

loss, we performed immunohistochemical (IHC) staining of retinal sections using an 

antibody against proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA). A one way analysis of 

variance revealed significant differences between the proliferation of microglia between 

control and ablated retinas [F(4,948) = 3.17, P ≤ 0.05]. Tukey’s post hoc analysis showed 

significant differences in microglia proliferation throughout the time course. Concomitant 

with microglia chemotaxis to outer nuclear and plexiform layers (see Figure 10), a 

significant increase in microglia proliferation at the site of cell ablation was observed 

(Figure 11D-E). Following Mtz removal, microglia underwent a second wave of 

proliferation within the inner nuclear layer during the “recovery phase”, interestingly, 

coincident with initiation of rod cells regeneration [8]. 

Having observed a second wave of microglia proliferation, we investigated 

microglia behavior during the recovery phase (i.e., after removal of Mtz). We performed 

an analogous 20 hour time-lapse experiment, as in Figure 10, except that images were 
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collected during the first day of recovery. During this time frame, microglia cells also 

exhibited increased migration distance and displacement relative to controls (laser 

exposure only), albeit these behaviors were attenuated relative to the patterns observed 

during Mtz-induced ablation (Figure 12F-F’, compare to Figure 10E-E’). Peripheral 

macrophages proximal to the eye (Figure 12A-B) also exhibited increased migration 

distance, but again, this response was diminished relative to observations during Mtz 

treatments. In keeping with this, no increase in displacement was observed (Figure 12C-

C’, compare to Figure 10D-D’). This data suggests that chemokines initially released 

upon rod photoreceptor apoptosis may persist during the recovery period. See Figure 13 

for time-lapse rendering of the microglia activity post-Mtz, during the “recovery phase”.  
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Figure 11: Kinetics of microglia proliferation and observed phagocytosis during 

rod photoreceptor ablation and regeneration. A: 7dpf retina cryosection at 

24hours Mtz treatment demonstrating microglia response. A’: Arrowheads indicate 

observed phagocytic events. A’’: Asterisk indicates a proliferating microglia. B-

C”: Confocal time-lapse microscopy observation of select phagocytic event (occurs 

over 30min) – engulfment coincides with loss of cytosolic YFP in the photoreceptor 

fragment. D-E: Average (+SEM) of microglia proliferation in different layers of the 

retina throughout ablation, clearance and regeneration (n ≥ 20 per time point). 

Imaged via Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope; processed via Imaris v.7.6.5 

(Bitplane) software suite. Asterisks represent P values as follows: * P ≤ 0.05, ** P 

≤ 0.01, *** P ≤ 0.001, **** P ≤ 0.0001. 
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Figure 12: Macrophage/Microglia migration post-ablation. Confocal time-lapse 

microscopy was used to characterize cell migration following Mtz-induced ablation of 

rod photoreceptor cells in the retina A-B: Macrophage selected for tracking highlighted 

(yellow) in control (A) and ablated (B). C-C’: Quantification of mean migration path 

distance and displacement (from 0min to 1200min) of macrophage in both control 

(untreated) and post-Mtz over 1200min. D-E: Microglia selected for tracking 

highlighted (yellow) in control (D) and ablated (E). F-F’: Quantification of mean 

migration path distance and displacement (from 0min to 1200min) of microglia in both 

control (untreated) and post-Mtz over 1200min. Macrophages marked by asterisks in 

(A) are sub-conjunctival, exterior to the RPE. Eye boundary indicated by circle region 

in (A-B) and (D-E). Macrophage sample number: Control (n = 20), MTZ (n = 12). 

Microglia sample number: Control (n = 36), MTZ (n = 21). Imaged via Olympus 

FV1000 confocal microscope; processed via Imaris v.7.6.5 (Bitplane) software suite. 

Asterisks represent P values as follows: * P ≤ 0.05, ** P ≤ 0.01, *** P ≤ 0.001, **** P 

≤ 0.0001. 
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Figure 13: Kinetics of rod photoreceptor clearance and microglia activity post Mtz. 

Confocal time-lapse microscopy was used to characterize cell clearance and microglia 

responsiveness following Mtz-induced ablation of rod photoreceptor cells in the retina. A 

7dpf double transgenic zebrafish was imaged immediately after 24hr Mtz treatment. A: 

3D rendering of photoreceptors and microglia/macrophages. Initial (0min) position of 

microglia and macrophages displayed along with subsequent migration path through 

next 1200min. B: Lack of microglia migration within uninjured retina negates 

phototoxicity (via laser exposure) as a contributing factor to intraretinal 

activity/migration. C-C’’’: Zoom of Dorsal panel (shown in B). D-D’’: Phagocytosis of 

large PR fragment (arrow heads) occurs over ~30mins. E-E’’: Zoom and 60º rotation 

(Y-axis, shown in C) of same phagocytic event (arrow heads). D’’’/E’’’: Microglia 

persists within retina and continues to clear apoptotic photoreceptor fragments. F-F’’’: 

Zoom of Ventral panel (shown in B) demonstrating length co-localization around/within 

degenerating ventral band of photoreceptors. C-F’’’: ‘dragon tails’ represent migration 

paths of  ≤ 80min. Imaged via Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope; processed via 

Imaris v.7.6.5 (Bitplane) software suite. 
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To identify potential molecular mechanisms triggering the response to rod cell 

ablation and shaping subsequent regenerative processes, a microarray analysis [252] was 

performed over a time series encompassing rod cell loss and regeneration. Eyes from 8 

larvae were isolated from Mtz-treated and non-treated larvae over a total of 11 time 

points (ranging from 0 hrs Mtz to 9 days recovery). Three biological replicates were 

averaged to provide mRNA fold changes for comparisons between Mtz-treated and non-

treated larvae (Figure 14). The resulting Microsoft Access database of 15,617 genes was 

mined for robustly expressed immune-related genes, including those implicated in 

alternative zebrafish regeneration paradigms. Fos/jun upregulation at 16-24 hrs Mtz 

exposure is indicative of an early cell stress response [271, 272]. This follows a marked 

increase in rod cell apoptosis observed 10 hrs into Mtz treatment [9]. At the same time, 

there is an increase in lyz (lysozyme) a marker of activated phagocytic macrophages 

Figure 14: Temporal expression of immune associated genes following rod 

photoreceptor ablation. Larval eyes extracted at each time point for RNA isolation and 

microarray analysis (n = 16). Microarray data was searched for genes corresponding 

to immune cell activation. The immediate early genes fos and jun can be activated by 

both growth factors, cytokines, and other forms of cell stress. Lyz (lysozyme)is a marker 

of monocyte activation. Gstp1 (glutathione S-transferase), prdx1 (peroxiredoxin 1), and 

txn (thioredoxin) function to reduce oxidative stress following injury – and are released 

by macrophages/microglia. MMP9 (matrix metallopeptidase 9) and lgmn (legumain) 

are secreted by macrophages and function in matrix remodeling. 
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[273], which peaks at 24 hrs after exposure to Mtz when the maximal number of resident 

microglia are observed within the outer retina, many interacting with apoptotic 

photoreceptors. Three of the most strongly upregulated enzymes following Mtz-induced 

ablation mitigate damage from oxidative stress: gstp1 (glutathione S-transferase), prdx1 

(peroxiredoxin 1), and txn (thioredoxin). The expression of these anti-oxidant enzymes 

endured long after removal of Mtz. Both prdx1 and txn are released by classically 

activated macrophages [274], and from microglia subsequent to spinal cord injury [275]. 

MMP9 (matrix metallopeptidase) and lgmn (legumain) are matrix remodeling factors 

expressed by macrophages/microglia following zebrafish spinal cord injury (and critical 

for axon regrowth [263]), and from alternatively activated (M2) macrophages (further 

modulating axon regrowth following spinal cord injury [276], and also functioning to 

attract stem cells [277]). The above gene expression changes coincide with our 

observations of microglia activation following Mtz-induced ablation of rod 

photoreceptors. Furthermore, the secretion of antioxidants to maintain a reduced 

extracellular milieu (thus, optimal DAMP signaling [197-200]), and the upregulation of 

matrix remodeling factors mmp9/lgmn are attractive potential mechanisms through which 

immune cells may influence retinal stem cell proliferation. The potential contribution of 

these factors has not yet been explored within the context of zebrafish retinal 

regeneration paradigms. 
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B. SPECIFIC AIM 2: DEFINE THE ROLE 

OF MICROGLIA IN RETINAL REGENERATION 

 

I – Microglia modulate stem cell responsiveness to rod photoreceptor ablation 

We showed that discrete innate immune cell types respond to the loss of rod 

photoreceptor cells. However, whether the innate immune system plays a supportive or 

antagonistic role during the regeneration of rod cells in the zebrafish retina remains 

unknown. To better define roles played by microglia during retinal regeneration, we 

investigated the consequences of co-ablating mpeg1-expressing microglia/macrophages 

and rod photoreceptors (i.e., depleting microglia will alter the kinetics of photoreceptor 

regeneration). To achieve this, the Ntr ablation system was again used for co-ablation 

studies by crossing a rod specific line, Tg(rho:YFP-Eco.NfsB)gmc500, with either 

Tg(mpeg1:tDtomato)w201 or Tg(mpeg1:NTR-eYFP)w202 line (kind gift of Drs. Chao-

Tsung Yang and Lalita Ramakrishnan) [56]. The efficacy of both the rho:YFP-NTR [8, 

9] and mpeg1:eYFP-NTR [56] systems have been previously validated. In addition, 

another transgenic line was introduced, Tg(gfap:GFP)mi2001, to facilitate visualization 

and quantification of Müller glia proliferation in the presence and absence of 

microglia/macrophages. 

gmc500;w201;mi2001 and gmc500;w202;mi2001 triple transgenic larvae were 

exposed to Mtz for 24 hrs to induce ablation as before (Figure 15A). Eyes from co-

ablated and control (rod cell ablated only) larvae were fixed and processed for IHC at 

seven time points encompassing the loss and regeneration of rod cells under control 
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conditions (see Figure 15A). Both GFAP+ Müller glia and tDtomato+ retinal microglia 

were observed aiding in the clearance of apoptotic rod photoreceptors (see Figure 15B-

B’, 1 and 3).  It was observed that Müller glia and retinal microglia likely cooperate in 

this clearance process, or alternatively, that Müller glia clear apoptotic macrophages after 

they have expired (e.g., YFP+/tDtomato+ fragment engulfed by GFAP+ Müller glia; see 

Figure 15B’, 4). Antibodies to proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA; Figure 15B’’, 5-

6) were used to mark proliferating cells. The number of dividing cells present within the 

inner nuclear layer (INL, Müller glia cells; Figure 15C) and outer nuclear layer (ONL, 

presumed rod-committed progenitors and Müller glia-derived progenitors; Figure 15D) 

was quantified. The data show early reductions in both INL and ONL proliferation rates 

(Fig. 15C-D, hatched bars) compared to controls (Figure 15C-D, solid bars). However, 

despite initial deficits, the number of proliferating Müller glia cells rebounds by the first 

day of the recovery period (i.e., 24 hr after Mtz washout) and the number of dividing 

ONL cells returns to normal by 3 days into recovery. Thus, interestingly, Müller glia cells 

appear to compensate for an early proliferative deficit by hyperproliferating over days 1-3 

of recovery (Figure 15C). As an aside, Müller glia were observed phagocytosing retinal 

microglia (as seen in Figure 15B’4) – a correlated process occurs in the zebrafish brain 

[113], wherein macrophages infiltrate the highly vascularized brain following Ntr-

mediated injury, and are later cleared by resident glia once they become apoptotic. 
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Figure 15: Co-ablation results in delayed Müller glia and rod progenitor proliferation. 

A: Schematic representation of co-ablation model, where photoreceptors (PR) and 

microglia/macrophage (MP) are ablated simultaneously with 24Hr 10mM Mtz. PRs 

regenerate within the retina, whereas MPs must be reconstituted from caudal 

hematopoetic tissue. B-B’’: A 7dpf triple-transgenic Tg(rho:YFP-Eco.NfsB)gmc500
 

;Tg(gfap:GFP)mi2001;Tg(mpeg1:tDtomato)w201 zebrafish was imaged post Mtz-

ablation to illustrate the proliferation of Müller Glia (INL) and Rod precursors (ONL) – 

marked with asterisks in B and B” and enlarged in 5-6. Microglia are marked with 

arrow heads in B’ and enlarged in 3-4. C: Average (+stdev) of Inner Nuclear Layer 

(INL) proliferation due to ablation of rod photoreceptors only (PR Ablation) and co-

ablation of rod photoreceptors and macrophage (PR&MP Co-Abl). D: Average (+stdev) 

of Outer Nuclear Layer (ONL) proliferation due to ablation of rod photoreceptors only 

(PR Ablation) and co-ablation of rod photoreceptors and resident macrophage (PR&MP 

Co-Abl). n ≥ 20 per time point. Asterisks represent P values as follows: * P ≤ 0.05, ** P 

≤ 0.01, *** P ≤ 0.001, **** P ≤ 0.0001. 
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II – Microglia modulate rod photoreceptor regeneration 

To assess possible effects of microglia/macrophage ablation on the kinetics of rod 

cell regeneration, IMARIS-based volumetric rendering was used to quantify the amount 

of rod-linked YFP signal over time and compared control, rod-only ablated and co-

ablated retinas at 24, 48 and 96 hrs recovery (i.e., after Mtz removal). Control retinas 

(Figure 16A-A’’) exhibited a minor loss in observable fluorescence while maintaining 

identical image acquisition parameters throughout the time course. This was due to 

marginally increased retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) expression of melanin at later 

ages during the time course, whereas iridophore expression was negated by the roy 

orbison mutation. Rod-only ablated retinas demonstrated effective ablation and 

regeneration of YFP+ photoreceptors (Figure 16B-B’’). Co-ablated retinas (rod 

photoreceptors and microglia/macrophage) demonstrated effective ablation of both cell 

types (Figure 16C-C’’). In co-ablated larvae, NTR-eYFP expressing microglia are 

subtracted out of the analysis by virtue of a third transgene, mpeg1:tDtomato, that is co-

expressed in all mpeg1:NTR-eYFP microglia cells (see Figure 16D-D’’). The isolated 

photoreceptor volume (µM
3
) was normalized to the control average for each time point 

(to account for above mentioned melanin expression) while retaining identical image 

acquisition and volume rendering parameters throughout the time-course. A one way 

analysis of variance revealed significant differences between the groups for 24 [F(2,14) = 

12.47, P ≤ 0.001],  72 [F(2,14) = 9.41, P ≤ 0.01],  and 96 [F(2,14) = 5.18, P ≤ 0.05] hours 

recovery. Tukey’s post hoc analysis showed a significant delay in YFP volume recovery 

following co-ablation of photoreceptors and macrophage/microglia. Despite observing 

retinal microglia phagocytosis of rod photoreceptor fragments with high frequency (via 
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IHC and time-lapse microscopy) no deficit in photoreceptor clearance could be observed 

at day 1 of recovery with this methodology (Figure 16E). Ablation of photoreceptors 

alone (red bars, Figure 16E) led to YFP volume recovery by the 4
th

 day of regeneration. 

Strikingly, in co-ablated retinas (red hatched bars, Figure 16E) there was a substantial 

delay in YFP volume recovery; with no regeneration evident through day 3 of recovery 

and only ~55% rod cells regenerated by day 4 of recovery. 
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Figure 16: Co-ablation results in delayed photoreceptor regeneration: A-A’’: 6dpf 

double-transgenic Tg(rho:YFP-Eco.NfsB)gmc500;(mpeg1:tDtomato)w201 zebrafish 

(un-treated) were imaged at 24/72/96 hrs. B-B’’: 6dpf double-transgenic 

Tg(rho:YFP-Eco.NfsB)gmc500;Tg(mpeg1:tDtomato)w201 zebrafish were treated 

with 10mM Mtz for 24 hours and imaged at 24/72/96 hrs after Mtz removal. C-C’’: 

6dpf triple-transgenic Tg(rho:YFP-Eco.NfsB)gmc500;Tg(mpeg1:tDtomato)w201; 

Tg(mpeg1:NTR-eYFP)w202  zebrafish were treated with 10mM Mtz for 24 hours and 

imaged at 24/72/96 hrs after Mtz removal. D-D’’: A 6dpf double-transgenic 

Tg(mpeg1:tDtomato)w201;Tg(mpeg1:NTR-eYFP)w202 zebrafish was imaged to 

confirm coincident expression of YFP/tDtomato driven by mpeg1 – allowing 

identification of macrophages as distinct from YFP+ photoreceptors during 

ablation/recovery for volume quantification. E: Average (+/-SEM) of YFP volume 

quantification (normalized to respective control) at 24/72/96 hrs recovery (n ≥ 8 per 

time point). Imaged via Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope; processed via Imaris 

v.7.6.5 (Bitplane) software suite. Asterisks represent P values as follows: * P ≤ 0.05, 

** P ≤ 0.01, *** P ≤ 0.001, **** P ≤ 0.0001. 

 

Surface rendering was used to create 3D volumes of both YFP and tDtomato. Total 

volume of YFP was calculated in µM
3
 to provide the total intraretinal YFP volume. 

For co-ablation macrophages double positive for both YFP/tDtomato had their YFP 

volume subtracted from the total to isolate total YFP from rod photoreceptors. 
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III – Pharmacological immune suppression delays regeneration 

 We then addressed how suppression of immune cell reactivity would impact the 

kinetics of cell-specific retinal regeneration. Dexamethasone (Dex, a glucocorticoid 

receptor agonist) has been used successfully to interrogate inflammation as a contributing 

factor to CNS regeneration in adult zebrafish following a traumatic brain injury [14]. 

Additionally, Dex has been shown to reduce microglial reactivity in the brain [278, 279] 

and chick retina [280], while pushing them toward a pro-reparatory M2 state in vitro 

[281]. Thus, we applied Dex to our rod photoreceptor ablation paradigm in larval 

zebrafish (see Figure 17). Tg(rho:YFP-Eco.NfsB)gmc500 larvae were pretreated 5, 10 or 

20µM Dexamethasone (Sigma) in 0.1% DMSO for 24 hrs prior to Mtz-induced ablation 

to establish immune suppression. We tested a titration curve centered around 10µM Dex 

(in 0.1% DMSO), as ~40μM Dex (in water) was applied by Kyritsis et al. [14] to adult 

zebrafish, finding that 5µM Dex (in 0.1% DMSO) was most effective at impairing 

regeneration in larvae while presenting no apparent toxicity (Figure 17B-C). Here, rod 

cell regeneration kinetics was quantified using a plate-reader to scan for differences in 

YFP intensity (i.e., rod cell number) across conditions [8, 11]. This ARQiv (Automated 

Reporter Quantification in vivo) method utilizes a plate-reader to detect YFP fluorescence 

in individual transgenic larvae which is then converted into numerical values (arbitrary 

fluorescent units, A.U.). Our lab has previously shown full regeneration of rod cells is 

evident as early as ~11-12 dpf using the ARQiv scan method [8]. Therefore, I isolated 

larvae at an intermediate time point (3 days recovery, 9 dpf) to better resolve differences 

in regenerative kinetics. At 9 dpf, Mtz-treated control larvae exhibited a ~70% return of 

YFP signal. In contrast, Dex/Mtz-treated larvae showed only a ~40% return in YFP 
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signal. A one way analysis of variance revealed significant differences between the 

treatment groups [F(4,137) = 9.24, P ≤ 0.0001]. Tukey’s post hoc analysis showed 

significant decreases in YFP signal return when larvae were pretreated with Dex prior to 

Ntr-Mtz induced ablation. Though Dex was broadly administered here, attractive 

methods exist for selectively targeting Dex to phagocytic cells within mammalian ocular 

tissue (e.g., PAMAM dendrimers conjugates [282]) or through systemic administration to 

retinal microglia/macrophage [283]. We will explore these options in future studies 

concerning the role of inflammation in rod cell regeneration. 
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Figure 17: Effect of immune suppression on rod photoreceptor 

regeneration. A: Schematic representation of immunosuppression model, 

where larvae are subjected to 24 hr pretreatment with Dexamethasone 

prior to photoreceptor (PR) ablation. Fresh Dex replaced daily 3hrs after 

food administered. B: Survivability plot of larvae subjected to different 

concentrations of Dex (0, 5, 10, 20, and 40μM) in 0.1% DMSO from 5 to 

11 dpf. C: Average (+/-SEM) YFP fluorescence (arbitrary fluorescent 

units, AFU) read via TECAN M1000 plate reader (n = 36 per condition). 

5dpf Tg(rho:YFP-NTR)gmc500 larvae were pretreated with Dex (5, 10, 

and 20μM) in 0.1% DMSO for 24hrs prior to ablation at 6dpf. Plate reads 

obtained at 10dpf (3 days post ablation) to observe effects of Dex 

treatment midway through regeneration. Asterisks represent P values as 

follows: * P ≤ 0.05, ** P ≤ 0.01, *** P ≤ 0.001, **** P ≤ 0.0001. 
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IV – Characterizing the early inflammatory milieu of the ablated retina 

To further describe the nature of the immune response, qRT-PCR was applied to 

eyes isolated from ~40 zebrafish larvae at the peak of insult (i.e., 24 hrs of MTZ 

treatment) and at day 1 recovery (i.e., 24 hrs after Mtz washout). Genes selected for qRT-

PCR were validated by other groups who investigated the macrophage/microglia role in 

regeneration following tail fin [56] or spinal cord [263] transection in adult zebrafish. 

RNA levels were normalized to RibP0 (zebrafish ribosomal protein P0) and averaged to 

provide mRNA fold changes (Log2 transformed) for comparisons between Mtz-treated 

and non-treated larvae (Figure 18). Axin2 upregulation indicated active Wnt signaling 

[284] at day 1 recovery, concomitant with an increase in PCNA, a marker of cell 

proliferation. A lack of mpx (neutrophil marker) corroborated our observations regarding 

an absence of neutrophil presence/activity. Conversely, robust expression of mpeg1 

(microglia/macrophage marker) confirmed our observations regarding 

microglia/macrophage reactivity during rod cell ablation through the onset of recovery. 

Matrix remodeling factors associated with innate immune cell activation: MMP13, 

MMP9 and lgmn, were also upregulated during this time course with MMP13 

considerably enriched at 24 hrs Mtz. Finally, we found a mixture of pro- and anti-

inflammatory indicators expressed subsequent to rod photoreceptor ablation. The 

expression of pro-inflammatory markers Cxcr3 and cytokines IL-1β/IL8/IL-12 are 

upregulated during ablation/recovery with IL-12 exhibiting the greatest increase in Mtz-

treated larvae. Additionally, we found anti-inflammatory IL-10 to be the most robustly 

expressed immune modulator at day 1 recovery. In summary, these results are consistent 

with our evolving understanding of inflammatory signaling in healthy and diseased states, 
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and support the hypothesis that the innate immune system must strike a balance between 

initial reactive phases and subsequent resolution in order to reestablish homeostasis 

and/or promote regeneration following injury. In particular, our data show that the innate 

immune system is likely to be intimately involved in regulating the response to injurious 

apoptotic cell death, a hallmark of many degenerative diseases.   

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 18: qRT-PCR gene expression levels following rod photoreceptor ablation. 
Total RNA of extracted eyes (n ≥ 80 per time point) from ~40 zebrafish larvae were 

applied to qRT-PCR describe the immune response and retinal milieu following 

Mtz/Ntr-mediated ablation. Axin2 (wnt marker) and PCNA were applied as markers 

for proliferation. Mpx (neutrophil) and mpeg1 (macrophage) reflect the presence of 

immune cell subsets. Mmp13/mmp9/legumain are matrix remodeling factors 

implicated in microglia/macrophage.Cxcr3 and IL-1β/IL8/IL-12 are pro-

inflammatory markers and/or secreted cytokines. IL-10 is an anti-inflammatory 

cytokine produced by macrophages subsequent phagocytosis of apoptotic cells. 

RibP0 (ribosomal protein P0) served as the housekeeping gene for normalization. 

Asterisks indicate primers derived from *Petrie et al., 2014 [13] and **Ma et al., 

2014 [263]. 
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C. CONCLUSION 

Rod photoreceptors selectively targeted using the Ntr-Mtz system of cell-specific 

ablation activated specific subset of immune cells. This differs markedly from immune 

cell responses to more traumatic retinal injuries (e.g., stab wound). In contrast to both 

neutrophils and peripheral macrophages, resident microglia displayed a number of 

hallmarks associated with immune cell activation following induction of rod cell 

apoptosis, including: 1) transition from a ramified to ameboid morphology observed 

through time-lapse confocal microscopy, 2) chemotaxis to the site of rod cell loss, 3) 

phagocytosis of rod cell debris, 4) a sustained increase in migration dynamics, and 5) 

proliferation at the site of rod cell loss and in the region of retinal stem cells (i.e., Müller 

glia). Microarray analysis indicated upregulation of genes associated with injury 

response, and identified potential factors that either facilitate matrix remodeling or 

maintain an extracellular milieu optimal for retinal regeneration. Collectively these data 

show that, among the innate immune cell subtypes investigated, zebrafish retinal 

microglia are best positioned to influence the regenerative potential of retinal stem cells. 

 Co-ablation of rod photoreceptors and microglia/macrophage was achieved 

through application of the Ntr-Mtz system of cell-specific ablation to both cell types. Co-

ablation resulted in delayed proliferation of both presumptive rod progenitors (ONL) and 

Müller glia (INL). A novel method of quantifying the loss and regeneration kinetics of 

targeted YFP-Ntr+ photoreceptors (3D volume rendering) demonstrated that although 

retinal microglia are not requisite for clearance of apoptotic photoreceptors, their absence 

caused a delay in retinal regeneration. Pharmacological inhibition of microglia reactivity 

(via a glucocorticoid agonist) similarly delayed regeneration as viewed through reporter-
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quantification in vivo. qRT-PCR data confirmed the microglial response and presence of 

specific immunomodulators (e.g., matrix remodeling factors, cytokines) as candidates for 

manipulating the regenerative kinetics of the larval zebrafish retina following cell-

specific ablation. 
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CHAPTER IV - DISCUSSION 

Since the time of the ancient Greeks, the capacity to replace lost body parts and 

injured organs has fascinated the human species. Aristotle (384-322BC) first recorded 

that the tails of lizards/snakes and eyes of swallow chicks could regenerate. The 21st
 

century abounds with the potential to illuminate the cellular and molecular mechanisms 

responsible for robust regenerative outcomes across an array of model organisms. 

Unfortunately, the capacity to regenerate, and thus reverse tissue/cell loss, in humans is 

limited (e.g., skin, liver, olfactory neurons, site-specific neurogenesis in the brain). As the 

human retina is not inherently capable of regenerating lost cells, retinal degenerative 

diseases have long been considered irreversible. Therapeutics that mitigate disease 

progression exist, but the regeneration and functional recovery of lost retinal cell types 

remains a critical barrier.  Recent evidence suggests that the resident stem cell of the fish 

retina, Müller glia cells, harbor a dormant capacity to produce retinal neurons in humans. 

Moreover, this potential can be modulated through exposure to exogenous factors. In 

regenerative vertebrates (e.g., zebrafish – Danio rerio), Müller glia have the remarkable 

capacity to regenerate all cell types lost in their retina. As a community, we seek to 

leverage this regenerative aptitude for application to retinal diseases linked to the loss of 

specific cell types (e.g., glaucoma, retinitis pigmentosa). A second dichotomy is pertinent 

to realizing regenerative therapeutics in mammals. Chronic unresolved inflammation is 

associated with degenerative disease states, whereas acute resolved inflammation is 

beneficial to injury recovery and regeneration. This is typified in the larval zebrafish 

where components of innate immunity beg interrogation with respect to the regulation of 

regenerative potential. The challenge is to define how cross talk between immune cells 
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and relevant stem cell populations (i.e., retinal Müller glia) can be carefully modulated 

for therapeutic benefit in humans.  

The tenets of this strategy are supported by research showing that mammalian 

retinal stem cells (i.e., Müller glia) are competent to replace lost retinal neurons [67-69]. 

Even more amazingly, recent studies have shown that human Müller glia retain this 

capacity to give rise to new retinal neurons, both in vitro [171] and in vivo [170]. The 

zebrafish is an ideal model system to elucidate mechanisms that regulate successful 

retinal regeneration. Müller glia act as an injury-induced retinal stem cell in this species 

[116, 125, 285, 286]. Zebrafish retinal regeneration has largely been investigated within 

the context of more extensive injury paradigms involving the loss of large numbers of 

retinal neurons [116, 121, 125, 144]. Unfortunately, such paradigms may not be entirely 

relevant to degenerative disorders typified by the progressive loss of individual retinal 

cell types (e.g., retinitis pigmentosa). To address this critical barrier, we adopted the 

nitroreductase-prodrug method of cell-specific ablation to zebrafish [7, 8] to more 

accurately simulate physiological parameters underlying retinal degenerative disease 

[34].  

Many of the mechanisms inducing Müller glia proliferation and differentiation 

appear to be conserved, yet mammalian Müller glia typically respond to retinal injury 

through reactive gliosis which impedes potential regeneration [159-162]. Resting 

microglia (resident immune cells) of the healthy adult human retina serve to maintain 

homeostasis and facilitate debris clearance [228]. Conversely, activated retinal microglia 

(i.e., ‘reactive’ microglia) are viewed in a negative context within the context of age-

related retinal diseases, emerging concurrent with or prior to, the onset of retinal cell 
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death [270]. For instance, recent evidence suggests that invasive/reactive microglia are 

neurotoxic, contribute to chronic para-inflammation [287], and exacerbate photoreceptor 

degeneration. It is presumed that to sustain a healthy retina, the reactivity of these highly 

sensitive cells must be tightly regulated such that they remain in a resting state [288]. 

Evidence suggests that RPE cells [289], Müller glia [290], and retinal neurons [291] all 

contribute toward the inhibition of microglia activation.  

Accordingly, here we sought to ascertain whether the innate immune system 

played any role(s) during retinal regeneration. To that end, we first asked if specific 

innate immune cell types (i.e., neutrophils, peripheral macrophage, and/or resident 

microglia) responded to the selective loss of rod photoreceptor cells, a model for retinitis 

pigmentosa.  
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A. SPECIFIC AIM 1: DETAIL THE TIME COURSE OF THE IMMUNE 

RESPONSE TO DIFFERENT RETINAL CELL DEATH PARADIGMS 

 

Immune cell activity subsequent to retinal injury 

Neutrophils extravasate from vasculature and are rapidly recruited to the CNS 

following traumatic injury [292, 293]. Their ability to influence regenerative processes 

has only recently been explored [182, 185-187]. Through intravital imaging, it was 

recently established that neutrophils do not respond to Ntr-mediated ablation of large 

swathes of neurons in the highly vascularized zebrafish brain [113]. Alternatively, the 

hyaloid vasculature of the developing retina would be a conceivable point of neutrophil 

extravasation (infiltration of the neural retina) following chemical ablation of rod 

photoreceptors. Whether neutrophils respond to the Ntr-mediated death of rod 

photoreceptors, absent physical disruption of the blood-retinal barrier (i.e., hyaloid 

vasculature or outer limiting membrane), has not yet been investigated. Accordingly, we 

tested if neutrophils respond to two markedly different types of retinal injury, Ntr-

mediated ablation of rod photoreceptors and more traumatic ventral stab wounds as a 

positive control for reactivity.  

The documented ability of neutrophils to detect apoptotic necrosis (i.e., secondary 

necrosis, where ATP metabolites are released [294]), suggested they might respond to the 

selective loss of rod cells. However, we found that Mtz-induced rod cell apoptosis was 

ignored by neutrophils, consistent with findings following Ntr-mediated ablation of 

neuronal subpopulations in the zebrafish brain [113]. Our data therefore suggest that any 
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neutrophil-mediated modulation of clearance rates or regeneration kinetics in response to 

selective rod cell loss would be limited to secreted/circulating factors. We posit that the 

lack of neutrophils in the eye following rod cell ablation (i.e., no evidence of adhesion or 

extravasation) renders this possibility remote. In contrast, ventral stab wounds resulted in 

an immediate and robust infiltration of neutrophils into the neural retina – concomitant 

with a ~50% increase in both migration distance and displacement (see Figure 9). This is 

not surprising as an ocular puncture wound is expected to disrupt the blood-retinal 

barrier, elicit an osmotic shock, and produce classic signaling cascades known to recruit 

immune cells to sites of injury. This also provides a critical perspective on recent 

mechanistic insights to retinal regeneration garnered from stab wounds in adult zebrafish 

[131, 265]. These findings should be considered in light of the likelihood that 

degenerative diseases produce a markedly different extracellular milieu than puncture 

wounds, thus cell death potentially impacts retinal stem cell responses in fundamentally 

different ways. Moreover, this highlights a potential key difference between our cell-

specific ablation paradigm [7, 9] and several other modes of retinal injury involving 

large-scale or non-specific cell loss. 

Having largely excluded neutrophils as a cell type responsive to Ntr-mediated 

ablation, we sought to characterize responses of peripheral macrophages and retinal 

microglia to rod cell loss and ventral stab wounds. Our prior study, demonstrating 

improved time-lapse imaging methods [9], showed evidence consistent with the 

possibility that microglia respond to targeted ablation of rod photoreceptors; microglia 

appeared to migrate toward regions of rod cell apoptosis, whereas peripheral (extra-

ocular, sub-conjunctival) macrophages shifted from a ramified to ameboid morphology as 
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ablation progressed.  However, the presence of pigmented cells (i.e., iridophores) in this 

study limited our ability to accurately track microglia/macrophage behavior.  Here, we 

have resolved this technical impediment to clarify the role(s) of macrophages and 

microglia following the selective loss of rod photoreceptor cells. 

Both of these populations are labeled in the mpeg1:tDtomato transgenic line. We 

were able to independently track behaviors of each subpopulation post-imaging because 

they reside in different locations prior to injury. Macrophages reside in the extraocular 

space, whereas microglia are present within the neural retina. Macrophage migration 

distance/displacement increased ~150% after Mtz-exposure (i.e., during photoreceptor 

ablation, see Figure 10). Like neutrophils, macrophage infiltration of the neural retina 

was only observed following puncture wounds. It remains possible that extravasation into 

the retina through the hyaloid vasculature occurs to a limited extent as we did observe 

macrophages accumulating in the ventral fissure. This contrasts with observations of 

peripheral macrophages and microglia following Mtz-induced neuronal cell loss in the 

zebrafish brain; peripheral macrophages were the first to respond to cell death, rapidly 

migrating into the brain, whereas microglia arrived later and cleared cellular debris [113]. 

Retinal microglia exhibited several additional hallmarks associated with 

activation following rod photoreceptor ablation. In the uninjured retina, microglia reside 

within the inner retinal layers, primarily near the hyaloid vasculature – similar to 

observations in adult zebrafish [135]. During chemical ablation, microglia exhibited 

marked (~100%) increases in both migration distance and displacement (see Figure 10). 

Displacement increased to an even greater extent (~200%) following ventral stab 

wounds, suggesting a graded response relative to the extent of the injury for both 
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microglia and macrophages. At day 1 of the ‘recovery phase’ (i.e., after Mtz removal), 

retinal microglia continued to exhibit significant increases in migration distance and 

displacement, ~80% and ~60%, respectively (see Figure 12).  

The above data suggests that in the absence of disruption of the blood-retina 

barrier, neutrophils and peripheral macrophages do not infiltrate the retina. Despite this, 

and unlike neutrophils, peripheral macrophages are responsive to retinal cell death, 

showing hallmarks of immune cell activation. However, any role peripheral macrophages 

play in shaping retinal stem cell activity following rod cell death would need to occur 

through the release of signaling molecules into the circulation and subsequent uptake of 

those factors in the retina. Of the three innate immune cell types evaluated, only retinal 

microglia showed reactivity, and interaction with, dying rod cells. This data is consistent 

with the hypothesis that microglia play a direct role in regulating the replacement of lost 

retinal neurons.  

To test this hypothesis further, we assessed additional hallmarks of retinal 

microglia reactivity. Immunohistochemical quantification of retinal microglia migration 

dynamics over days confirmed behavioral trends observed through confocal time-lapse 

imaging. Within 10 hours of Mtz treatment, microglia had migrated through the neural 

retina to the outer plexiform and outer nuclear layers (OPL and ONL, where 

photoreceptors reside). After Mtz removal, their presence in the outer retina diminished 

over time but remained slightly elevated. In time-lapse experiments (see Figure 10 and 

13) and cryosections (see Figure 10), microglia were observed to phagocytose rod 

photoreceptors following Mtz-exposure and through day 1 of recovery. Time-lapse 

imaging of microglial phagocytosing photoreceptor fragments revealed that from the 
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initial moment of contact to complete engulfment and ensuing loss of rod YFP signal 

took less than 30 minutes. This is in agreement with the microglial clearance time 

observed in the hippocampus of the young adult mouse (i.e., 1-month-old) [295]. Finer 

delineation of this process would require a higher temporal resolution than offered by 

upright confocal laser-scanning microscopy (CLSM), e.g., lattice light-sheet microscopy 

(LLSM) [296]. Additionally, in the dense ventral band of apoptotic photoreceptors 

following ablation, microglia were observed rapidly intercalating within the now 

separated photoreceptor inner/outer segment fragments (see Figure 13F-F’’’), likely 

aiding in the clearance of this large band of degenerating tissue. 

Microglia exhibited two waves of proliferation in response to rod cell loss (see 

Figure 11). The first wave occurred at the OPL/ONL boundary proximal to photoreceptor 

injury, and is consistent with observations in the chick retina following excitotoxicity 

[158] or retinal injury in mammalian models [270]. It should be noted, that although 

4C4+ (immunohistochemical marker) microglia migrate to the site of a retinal puncture 

(or light ablation) wound in adult zebrafish, they were not observed to contribute to the 

local proliferating cell population (i.e., ONL rod progenitors) [134]. This highlights 

another difference in zebrafish retinal injury paradigms – microglia display varied 

hallmarks of reactivity that are injury dependent. Intriguingly, the second wave of 

microglial proliferation occurred within the INL between 2 and 6 days recovery, at a time 

when rod cells are regenerating [8] and after a peak in Müller glia proliferation. 

Finally, a whole retina microarray dataset [252] of gene changes associated with 

rod cell loss and regeneration was mined for immune relevant genes (see Figure 14). For 

the microarray study, retinal samples were collected across 12 time points spanning prior 
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to, during, and after Mtz exposure. Our imaging data showed that microglia migrate en 

masse to the ONL by 24 hrs Mtz treatment, interacting with and clearing photoreceptor 

debris. Over this time period there is an abrupt increase in lysozyme (lyz) expression. 

This enzyme has been shown to function in host defense against pathogens [298], and is 

upregulated in activated/phagocytic macrophages [273]. Macrophage/microglia promote 

injury resolution, and possibly regeneration, through the secretion of factors that maintain 

a reduced extracellular milieu [197-200]. Two enzymes which could mediate this, 

peroxiredoxin 1 (prdx1) and thioredoxin (txn), are known to be expressed in activated 

macrophage and microglia [274, 275]. Microarray [252] data showed robust increases in 

prdx1 and txn following Mtz treatment, consistent with a possible role in controlling 

regeneration. Finally, functional recovery requires injury clearance, regeneration, and re-

formation of correct synaptic partners in the retinal circuit. In our data, both matrix 

metallopeptidase (mmp9) and legumain (lgmn) were upregulated beginning at 2 days 

post-ablation, during which photoreceptors are regenerating. Following complete 

transection of the adult zebrafish spinal cord legumain was highly expressed in 4C4+ 

macrophages and microglia, minimally in neurons, yet notably absent in GFAP+ 

astrocytes. Importantly, the presence of this protease was critical for axon regrowth and 

optimal locomotor recovery [263]. Collectively, these data suggest that mmp9 and/or 

lgmn may be functioning to facilitate synaptogenesis in regenerating rods. In future 

experiments, we plan to test whether the genes implicated function to control the 

response to, or regeneration of, lost rod photoreceptor cells. It is worth noting, however, 

that this microarray data was obtained through whole eye extracts (i.e., sum of expression 
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fold change for all cell types within the retina), and would be more accurately assessed 

through cell sorting of mpeg1-positive microglia prior to microarray analysis. 
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B. SPECIFIC AIM 2: DEFINE THE ROLE  

OF MICROGLIA IN RETINAL REGENERATION 

 

We have established that retinal microglia are best positioned to influence the 

regenerative kinetics of zebrafish Müller glia following Ntr-mediated rod photoreceptor 

ablation. Retinal microglia exhibited characteristic hallmarks of immune cell activation, 

interacted directly with degenerating rod photoreceptors, and uniquely, underwent a wave 

of proliferation after the acute injury phase had passed. Conversely, neutrophils are only 

responsive to stab wounds, whereas peripheral macrophages, though responsive to rod 

cell loss, did not infiltrate the retina in the absence of physical disruption of the blood-

retinal barrier. 

Macrophages/microglia have been shown to be beneficial across a spectrum of 

injuries in regenerative species, including: axolotl limb [57, 201, 206], Xenopus neural 

crest [60], zebrafish tail fin [56, 207], heart [299], and brain [14]. Additionally, they have 

been implicated in regeneration in mammals, including cutaneous wound healing [204, 

205], and regeneration of muscle [194-196], kidney [59], liver [300], spinal cord [61], 

and the optic nerve [32]. 

Microglia have been implicated as responsive to retinal injury in zebrafish [135], 

beneficial to the regenerative process in the embryonic chick retina [158], and in 

promoting photoreceptor viability in a murine explant model [301]. However, within the 

human retina, they have almost exclusively been viewed in a negative light – contributing 

toward and exacerbating degenerative etiologies [47, 270, 287]. To date, only a few 

methods have been applied to modulate immune cell processes non-specifically within 
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the regenerating zebrafish retina: by inhibiting phagocytosis [136], knocking down 

neuron/glia-specific TNFα expression [132], and modulation of IL-6 family cytokines 

[134]. However, there has not yet been a direct characterization of macrophage/microglia 

contributions to any retinal regeneration paradigm in zebrafish. Elsewhere in the 

zebrafish CNS (i.e., brain and spinal cord) microglia have been shown as both responsive 

to traumatic injury [14] and able to facilitate regeneration of lost neurons [263]. 

 Here, we sought to determine whether larval microglia support rod photoreceptor 

regeneration. The first critical observation from this work is that co-ablation of rod 

photoreceptors and microglia/macrophage altered rod cell regeneration kinetics, delaying 

proliferation of retinal stem cells (i.e., GFAP+ Müller glia) in the INL and rod-committed 

progenitor cells in the ONL (see Figure 15). The co-ablation methodology eliminates 

photoreceptors and considerably depletes microglia/macrophage numbers as well (see 

Figure 16B-C’’). This is consistent with decreased blastema proliferation in the absence 

of macrophages observed in adult zebrafish following tailfin transection [13]. In 

mammals, phagocytosis of apoptotic cells leads macrophages to adopt an anti-

inflammatory phenotype [302], e.g., secretion of IL-10. Microglia of the human CNS also 

exhibit this phenomenon, though tend to be less plastic/flexible than their macrophage 

counterparts [303] (i.e., more restricted in their capacity to adopt an M2 state, yet secrete 

higher levels of IL-10 under M1 conditions than macrophages). M2 polarized microglia 

secrete potent neuroprotective and regenerative factors (e.g., TGFβ, IGF-1, and IL-10) 

[61, 211]. We have definitively observed microglia localizing to and removing Ntr-

mediated apoptotic [304] cells. This suggests zebrafish microglia would adopt an M2 
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polarization and stimulate Müller glia and the production of rod progenitors, a feature 

delayed when microglia are removed from the recovery process.  

Zebrafish retinal microglia undergo a second wave of proliferation within the INL 

though their effects on Müller glia proliferation during the recovery phase is unclear. It is 

possible that they are both attracted to and potentiate Müller glia proliferation, as 

observed in the subventricular zone of mammals, where alternatively activated microglia 

support neurogenesis [215]. As the acute injury phase has resolved by this time point, we 

recognize the potential for microglia and Müller glia to act cooperatively in a paracrine 

fashion to modulate regenerative outcome – a phenomenon often observed in the 

progression of tumor growth, where tumor associated macrophages (TAMs) can drive 

proliferation [297]. It is important to distinguish ONL rod progenitor proliferation from 

microglial proliferation within the ONL/OPL following injury, an opportunity lacking 

prior to IHC/transgenic methods of labeling distinct immune cell subtypes. 

A second, novel method for gauging the capacity of larval zebrafish microglia to 

contribute to rod cell regeneration was accomplished via IMARIS-based 3D rendering 

and volumetric rendering (see Figure 16). Application of ‘local-background’ versus 

‘absolute intensity’ processing for 3D renderings avails accurate representation of 

fluorophore+ cells regardless of the intensity of their respective reporter expression (i.e., 

accounting for cell to cell variability). In addition, we have found cytoplasmic reporters 

(i.e., freely diffused throughout cytoplasm) superior to membrane tagged (i.e., targeted to 

plasma membrane) versions for rendering larger/ameboid cell bodies. 

By 24 hrs recovery (1 day post ablation) there was a negligible difference in YFP 

volume between the photoreceptor ablation and co-ablation groups, a time point when we 
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typically observe a nadir in YFP signal through ARQiv plate scans [8]. This was 

surprising, as we have reliably witnessed highly active/motile/phagocytic microglia 

through both time-lapse and time-series IHC methods in our injury paradigm. Therefore, 

we expected to see a deficit in cell clearance (i.e., greater YFP signal at 24 hrs recovery 

in co-ablation group) in the absence of microglia. The inner and outer segments of rod 

photoreceptors are ensheathed by Müller glia and RPE respectively,  and both of these 

cell types contribute to the clearance of ablated photoreceptors [136] or rod outer 

segments [305]. It appears then that the phagocytic activity of Müller glia and RPE is 

sufficient for debris clearance, although phagocytosis rates in these could have increased 

in response to a reduction in microglia. If the latter, this could explain the delay in Müller 

glia proliferation following rod cell/microglia co-ablation (see figure 15C), i.e., if more of 

the stem cell pool was recruited into a phagocytic role. The perdurance of the YFP 

reporter (i.e., how long the fluorophore persists following cell ablation) may have also 

impacted our ability to detect differences across conditions. Whether retinal microglia 

play a significant role in photoreceptor clearance may therefore be better facilitated by a 

more temporally-sensitive destabilized variant with a shorter half-life, e.g., Phi-YFP. 

Importantly, by 3 days recovery, there is only a minor recovery of rod photoreceptor YFP 

volume in the co-ablation group.  

Thus, the absence of microglia appears to cause a delay in rod cell regeneration 

kinetics, possibly due to an early proliferative deficit in Müller glia stem cells. We note 

that this method of quantifying regeneration (when compared to stem cell proliferation) 

suggests a more pronounced delay in regeneration due to the absence of microglia. This 

may have resulted from the use of alternative/novel rendering methods which depend on 
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the production of rhodopsin-driven YFP as photoreceptors mature. The return of 

mpeg1:tdtomado+ microglia to the larval retina following ablation is slow (see Figure 

16C-C’’). Whether they are reconstituted from residual resident microglia (i.e., non-

ablated ‘escapers’), or slowly infiltrating circulating macrophages, remains an open 

question. It is important to note that the effect of co-ablation on retinal 

proliferation/regeneration was assessed through depletion of both macrophages and 

microglia – impeding the ability to isolate the effects of either immune cell type (i.e., 

macrophage secreted factors diffusing or circulating into the retina). One possible 

solution to this would be selective ablation of ApoE+ microglia [306] (Ntr-conjugated 

transgenic line not yet available). 

 To modulate microglial activity through pharmacological means, we applied 

dexamethasone (Dex) as an immunosuppressant (see Figure 17A-C). Kyritsis et al. [14] 

demonstrated that ~40µM Dex (in water) was sufficient to lower the number of L-

plastin+ leukocytes responding to a stab wound in the adult zebrafish brain. Dex 

treatment decreased pro inflammatory signaling (IL-8, IL-1β, and TNFα) at 12 hours post 

lesion to the telencephalon following a lengthy Dex pre-incubation. Importantly, this 

group also demonstrated that Dex incubation did not alter the constitutive proliferation or 

neurogenesis of radial glia, their respective stem cell niche. In our larval assays, high 

concentrations of Dex (i.e., >20 µM) were semi-toxic and associated with retinal 

developmental abnormalities (i.e., small eyes). Accordingly, Dex levels were titrated to a 

5µM treatment, a level we were confident allowed normal development with no impact 

on viability. Following Ntr/Mtz-induced ablation, Dex treated retinas showed a ~50% 

delay in photoreceptor regeneration at 3 days recovery. As this broad modulator of the 
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immune response was effective, this allows more specific delineation of microglial 

factors impinging on Müller cell function or matrix remodeling. In addition, our data 

indicate that in the context of degenerative disease models, chemical exposures and/or 

transgenic methods for modulating immune cell activity are preferable to injections. This 

is because we and others [158] have shown injection alone can elevate immune cell 

activity/number, and facilitate entry of additional immune cell subtypes (e.g., neutrophils) 

than would normally be recruited to site undergoing cell death. Note that Dex 

administration is not without caveat – the glucocorticoid receptor is ubiquitously 

expressed throughout the retina, and is highly expressed on Müller glia as observed in 

chick [307]. Encouragingly, low concentrations of Dex were demonstrated as effective 

neuroprotectants only in the presence of resident microglia [308]. A more specific 

inhibitor of microglial reactivity, Minocycline, would benefit from application to the 

zebrafish retina – a compound shown to decrease neuron viability when applied to retinal 

explants [301] that is microglia dependent. The effect of immune suppression (Dex or 

minocycline) on microglial migration dynamics or reactivity during Ntr-mediated rod 

ablation observed via time-lapse confocal microscopy is warranted. 

 The above data suggest that retinal microglia modulate Müller glia responsiveness 

to retinal cell loss and retinal neuron regeneration. To gain insight into retina-localized 

factors potentially impinging on the regenerative process, we performed qRT-PCR for 

select markers/factors previously associated in other large-scale zebrafish regeneration 

paradigms, the tail fin and spinal cord [56, 263]. We established that neutrophil 

infiltration into the injured larval retina was dependent on disruption of the blood-retinal 

barrier (ventral stab wound paradigm). The lack of increased mpx expression in isolated 
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eyes following Mtz-induced ablation confirmed this early observation. Conversely, 

robust up-regulation of mpeg1 confirmed both the increase in cell number and reactivity 

of retinal microglia observed through confocal and IHC following chemical ablation. 

Retinal microglia were observed migrating to the region (see Figure 10G-H) of injury and 

phagocytosing apoptotic photoreceptor cell bodies. We investigated the presence of 

matrix remodeling factors implicated in extracellular matrix remodeling, cell migration 

[309, 310], and regeneration following injury [263, 276] using qRT-PCR. Both MMP9 

and lgmn were upregulated initially and sustained through the early recovery period (i.e., 

24 hrs Mtz – 24 hrs recovery). Although immediate/early upregulation of MMP9 and 

lgmn was not observed in our prior microarray dataset [252], it is possible that alternative 

methods of normalization account for this discrepancy (e.g., RMA normalization [261] 

applied to microarray analysis can potentially squelch lower expressing genes, when 

compared to 2
−ΔΔCT

 normalization applied to qRT-PCR). RMA normalization 

summarizes perfect probe matches to respective target sequences additively for chip 

replicates, but does not take advantage of mismatch probes. Thus, additional quality 

control assessments [262] are used for background correction, normalization and 

identification of problematic arrays. MMP13 has been shown to be critical to injury-

induced migration of zebrafish macrophages through a JNK-mediated signaling pathway 

(including C-Jun regulated transcription) [311]. Our microarray analysis [252] showed 

robustly upregulated Jun coincided with MMP13 expression levels at 24 hrs Mtz 

treatment. Dexamethasone treatment was shown to suppress this mechanism [311] of 

macrophage recruitment, implicating MMP13 as an essential component in regulating 

post-injury macrophage migration in vivo [311]. Importantly, although probes for this 
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factor were not included in our microarray chips, qRT-PCR showed that it was robustly 

upregulated at 24 hrs Mtz treatment (see Figure 18). Taken together, we propose that 

break down of extracellular matrix components is critical to the timely microglial 

response observed in the zebrafish retina.  

 Additionally, we determined whether rod cell death produced a local milieu 

indicative of transitioning microglia polarization states. Following injury there is not a 

demarcated transition from an M1 to an M2 state, but rather a spectrum of activation 

states [190] that can ultimately lead towards either chronic inflammation (as M1 in 

retinitis pigmentosa [50]), or resolution and subsequent repair/regeneration (as in M2) 

[191]. In our injury paradigm several pro-inflammatory markers were up-regulated: 

Cxcr3 and cytokines IL-1β, IL8, and IL-12. Critically, pro-reparatory/anti-inflammatory 

IL-10 was the most robustly upregulated factor. IL-10 has been implicated as an 

antagonist of pro-inflammatory mediators [312] and the effects of specific cytokines 

(e.g., IL-1β mediated ROS production [313]). Our observation of microglial phagocytosis 

of apoptotic cells correlates with the upregulation of IL-10, as observed in other injury 

paradigms [193]. Zebrafish retinal IL-10 may doubly serve as both a neuroprotectant [61, 

211] and pro-regenerative factor through inhibition of deleterious pro-inflammatory 

signaling [314]. An increase in Tnfα expression observed in more traumatic light-lesion 

paradigms [132] was notably absent from both our microarray (including Tnfα associated 

proteins) [252] and qRT-PCR analyses of selective rod photoreceptor ablation. The 

divergence here is not immediately clear, but may again highlight differences between 

the spectrum of injury paradigms applied to the study of retinal regeneration in the 

zebrafish. This qRT-PCR analysis will be further supported by the inclusion of 
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immunosuppressed groups in future studies. Following Dex treatment and rod ablation, 

we hypothesize pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL-6, IL-8, IL-1β, and TNFα) will be 

decreased relative to the injured control, as observed following zebrafish brain injury 

[14]. Through immunohistochemistry and/or cell sorting, we will determine the sources 

(i.e., RPE, astrocytes, microglia, or Müller glia) of varied pro- and anti-inflammatory 

cytokines, growth factors, matrix remodeling, and redox components within the zebrafish 

retina subsequent rod cell ablation. The source of cytokines and other factors may be 

secreted from dying cells [132], invading microglia, vasculature, or Müller glia 

themselves [134] – though in our chemical ablation model of retinitis pigmentosa we 

observed no infiltration of circulating monocytes. This is a critical observation, that our 

injury paradigm (compared to light ablation [121, 144] or puncture wounds used in both 

regenerative [116, 125] and non-regenerative [158] species) most accurately represents 

the local immune cell population present during early/intermediate phases of retinal 

degeneration [315], wherein the integrity of the blood-retinal barrier (BRB) is 

maintained. Current stem cell transplantation strategies hinge on minimal disruption of 

the BRB to enhance graft survival [316]. 

 When considering the translational potential of this study, we first reflect upon the 

state of current retinal degenerative disease therapies. Often times, mammalian retinal 

microglia become chronically active and exacerbate degenerative disease progression. 

This is in contrast to that observed in regenerative species, where an acute and 

temporally-limited microglial response is beneficial across a wide range of injury 

paradigms. Thus in humans, all stages/phases of retinal degenerative disease involve 

injection of cocktail of neuroprotectants (neurotrophic factors, vitamins, antioxidants, 
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anti-apoptotics, anti-inflammatories) which preserve neuron viability and dampen the 

immune response [315]. Complete blocking of microglia functions is undesirable as their 

beneficial homeostatic properties (i.e., phagocytosis) are important for retinal health. It 

has therefore been suggested that limiting microglia aging, or rejuvenating them to a 

more “youthful” state may serve as a potent therapeutic [317] combined with Müller glia 

modulation. The source of zebrafish retinal microglia differs by age [318], the population 

shifting from rostral blood island (RBI)-derived to ventral wall of the dorsal aorta 

(VDA)-derived beginning at 15 days post fertilization. We posit that embryonic microglia 

may harbor a greater capacity for enhancing regenerative outcome in the zebrafish retina. 

Indeed, human microglia have vastly different expression profiles with respect to age 

(i.e., newborn/primary vs. adult) [319]. As these microglia age in a TGFβ-dependent 

manner they downregulate their expression of ApoE [319] – whether or not a similar 

phenomenon occurs in regenerative species, where innate immune cells have only been 

modestly characterized [208], remains an open question. We envision the potential that 

modulation of endogenous microglia or transplantation of reprogrammed microglia may 

aid those suffering from retinal degenerative diseases when combined with other 

therapies. 
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CHAPTER V - SUMMARY 

 The objective of this project was to delineate innate immune cells that influence 

retinal regeneration in zebrafish larvae. To more accurately simulate retinal degenerative 

diseases wherein specific subsets of cells are lost, we adopted a transgenic cell-specific 

ablation methodology (Ntr-Mtz mediated rod photoreceptor ablation). We hypothesized 

that selective retinal cell loss would provide a unique immune response with respect to 

alternative, more traumatic, retinal injury paradigms. To test this concept, we utilized 

specific immune cell reporters paired with rod photoreceptor ablation to delineate and 

characterize the innate immune response. 

 The goal of Aim 1 was to establish the time course of the immune response to 

different cell death paradigms. Using the Ntr-Mtz cell-specific ablation, we selectively 

eliminated rod photoreceptors from the retina and monitored the response of neutrophils, 

peripheral/circulating macrophages, and retinal microglia. As a positive control for 

immune cell reactivity, we applied a ventral stab wound immediately prior to imaging (as 

in Figure 9). All immune cell subsets tested exhibited a graded response, or threshold to 

injury detection, relative to the extent of retinal damage (as depicted in Figure 8A). We 

found that neutrophils respond robustly to ventral stab wounds, presumably due to 

disruption of the blood-retinal barrier, but failed to recognize Ntr-mediated ablation of 

rod photoreceptors (Figure 9). This is in agreement with accepted neutrophil functions as 

primary responders to infection/injury resulting in necrotic cell death, but with limited 

roles in the response to apoptosis (i.e., primarily  when phagocytic capacity is 

overwhelmed leading to secondary necrosis [320]). Peripheral (extra-ocular) 

macrophages recognized and responded to ablation of rod photoreceptors, undergoing 
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classic hallmarks of activation, but were only observed to infiltrate the neural retina 

subsequent to ventral stab wounds (Figure 10). Thus, we posit that any role of peripheral 

macrophages in retinal regeneration would be limited to the release of factors into the 

circulation and subsequent delivery to the retina. Conversely, retinal microglia displayed 

exquisite sensitivity to Ntr-mediated rod photoreceptor ablation and were observed to 

rapidly migrate towards the insult (ONL photoreceptor ablation), phagocytose apoptotic 

cell fragments, and intercalate within the degenerating tissue (Figure 10). The kinetics of 

retinal microglia migration throughout ablation and recovery/regeneration was elucidated 

through immunohistochemistry. Following cell-specific ablation of rod photoreceptors, 

retinal microglia rapidly migrated toward and intercalated within the ONL/OPL and 

contributed to photoreceptor clearance. Retinal microglia exhibited an additional 

hallmark of activation by proliferating at the site of rod cell ablation (ONL) and 

intriguingly, a second wave of proliferation within the INL (proximal to Müller glia) 

during the recovery/regeneration phase (Figure 11). Additionally, peripheral 

macrophages and retinal microglia remained active following Mtz removal, albeit over 

time their responses were attenuated relative to behaviors observed during Mtz treatment 

(Figure 12 and 13).  

To confirm the immune response, a whole retina microarray  [252] dataset of gene 

changes associated with rod cell ablation and regeneration was mined for immune 

relevant genes (Figure 14). Retinal samples were collected across 12 time points – 

spanning prior to, during, and after chemical ablation. Markers coincided with microglial 

activation (lyz), alleviation of oxidative stress throughout ablation/regeneration (prdx1 

and txn), and matrix remodeling (MMP9 and lgmn) during the recovery phase. This 
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confirmed the acute macrophage response, and suggested that maintenance of a reduced 

extracellular milieu and downstream matrix remodeling may collectively facilitate the 

response to, or regeneration of, lost photoreceptors. As retinal microglia were the most 

responsive to rod photoreceptor ablation, we posited they would be best positioned to 

modulate retinal regeneration, we tested this hypothesis in Aim 2. 

The goal of Aim 2 was to define the role of microglia in retinal regeneration. 

Layering an extended application of the Ntr-Mtz system of cell ablation, we eliminated 

both rod photoreceptors and microglia/macrophage (i.e., ‘co-ablation’). This availed 

elucidation of the role(s) activated retinal microglia play in regulating Müller glia 

responsiveness to, and subsequent regeneration of lost rod photoreceptors. Through 

application of a third transgene specifically labeling retinal Müller glia, it was 

demonstrated that co-ablation delays proliferation of these retinal stem cells and their 

rod-committed progenitors (Figure 15). Furthermore, Müller glia labeling suggested that 

reactive microglia, during injury resolution, may be cleared by phagocytic Müller glia 

(i.e., Müller glia observed phagocytosing both rod photoreceptors and microglia, see 

Figure 15B’). A second novel method of evaluating the contribution of retinal microglia 

to rod cell clearance and regeneration was achieved through 3D volume rendering of rod 

photoreceptors (Figure 16). This established that although retinal microglia may not 

contribute significantly to overall photoreceptor clearance, co-ablation resulted in a 

prominent delay in return of YFP+ rod photoreceptors. The above data suggests that the 

absence of retinal microglia cause a delay in rod cell regeneration kinetics, possibly 

through an early proliferative deficit in Müller glia stem cells. The return of microglia to 

the larval retina following co-ablation is relatively slow. Whether microglia are 
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reconstituted from residual resident microglia, or infiltrating macrophages produced in 

the caudal hematopoietic tissue, remains an open question. 

We next applied pharmacological modulation of microglial activity through 

Dexamethasone administration during Ntr-mediated photoreceptor ablation and 

regeneration (Figure 17). Immunosuppressant application resulted in a delay in 

photoreceptor regeneration assessed at 3 days recovery (i.e., mid-way through the 

regenerative process at this age). This was quantified via plate reader with an approach 

our lab developed for drug discovery, automated reporter quantification in vivo (ARQiv). 

In the context of degenerative disease models, our data suggest that chemical and/or 

transgenic methods of modulating immune cell function are ideal, as injection alone can 

cause an immune cell response and permit the entry of additional immune cell subtypes 

(e.g., neutrophils) not normally present in the retina. Application of this broad 

immunosuppressant avails more specific delineation of microglial factors impacting 

retinal regeneration in zebrafish. 

To that end, we applied qRT-PCR to search for factors implicated in other 

zebrafish injury paradigms wherein microglia/macrophage were essential for optimal 

regeneration (Figure 18). Markers for neutrophils (mpx) and microglia/macrophages 

(mpeg1) were expressed in agreement with prior imaging data, that retinal microglia (but 

not neutrophils) specifically respond to Ntr-mediated rod photoreceptor ablation (increase 

in number and activity). The expression of matrix remodeling factors was again validated 

and levels of specific pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines were assessed. Of these, the 

pro-reparatory/anti-inflammatory IL-10 was most robust, in agreement with prior 

literature wherein microglia/macrophage adopt an anti-inflammatory (M2) state upon 
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phagocytosis of apoptotic cells [193, 302], and our observation of microglial 

phagocytosis in ablated zebrafish retina. 

In summary, to more accurately model retinal degenerative disease (i.e. retinitis 

pigmentosa) we targeted and selectively ablated rod photoreceptors in the larval zebrafish 

retina using the Ntr-Mtz system. Loss of rod photoreceptors resulted in robust retinal 

microglia activation as observed through several metrics. Co-ablation of photoreceptors 

and microglia/macrophage delayed both stem cell proliferation and subsequent rod cell 

regeneration. Broad immune suppression also impaired photoreceptor regeneration, and 

availed continued elucidation of microglia-specific factors that may alter regenerative 

kinetics. Microarray and qRT-PCR analyses revealed potential candidates for 

investigating how microglia/macrophage impact reparative outcomes in regenerative 

species subsequent to cell loss, but play largely deleterious roles in non-regenerative 

vertebrates during degenerative disease. Future studies will determine whether this 

dichotomy lies within the inherent capacity of the resident retinal stem cells and/or 

immune system support of stem cell function. 
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